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I. INTRODUCTION

Throughout the 1980s and into the early 1990s, stakeholder capitalism was held up by many commentators as the future of American capitalism. In stakeholder capitalism, a broad array of people and groups impacted by a corporation’s activities, from employees to the people living in the local community, are considered when making corporate decisions.1 The type of capitalism practiced in the United States, by contrast, is traditionally termed shareholder capitalism, as the interests of shareholders are the primary concern of corporate decisionmaking.2

Countries such as Japan, Germany, and France were often cited as examples of more “humane” versions of capitalism, usually termed stakeholder capitalism. Often, the ostensible humanity of these systems was argued to also lead to more efficient and productive economies. Germany’s legendary Wirtschaftswunder (“Economic Miracle”), Japan’s similarly extraordinary economic recovery following World War II, and the apparent success of France’s centralized management convinced many Americans that they should be looking across the oceans to solve their economic problems. Many American commentators also concluded that Japan, Germany, and France had successfully combined strong economies with job security, healthy wages, and a tight social net. Apparently, it was possible to have your cake and eat it too.

Calls for reform in American corporate governance were especially strong in the early 1980s and the early 1990s when the American economy languished in recession or slow growth, and foreign countries often appeared to be out-performing the U.S.3 In the latter part of the 1990s, however, the situation reversed sharply and criticism subsided as the U.S. experienced strong, sustained economic growth driven by

1. See, e.g., From Squares to Pyramids: The Best Hope for Japanese Companies Is to Change the Way They Are Run, ECONOMIST, Nov. 27, 1999, at Supp. 11 (discussing the stakeholder capitalism of Japan).
technology and the growth of Internet commerce. By contrast, Japan’s economy has been stagnant for a decade, postunification Germany has experienced its highest unemployment rates since before World War II, and France’s economy has languished in similar doldrums. More recently, however, the spectacular wave of dot com bankruptcies and questionable activities surrounding the high-profile Enron and Global Crossing bankruptcies have renewed attention to corporate governance problems in the U.S.

This Article outlines and compares the corporate governance structures of the United States, Japan, Germany, and France. This outline and comparison is made with respect to past, present, and future characteristics and trends. As a cross-national study, it recognizes that the varying natures of differing legal, business, social, and cultural structures significantly affect the degree to which a country can implement changes to its corporate governance systems. This study includes the possibility that one country’s corporate model might be inapplicable to another country. Some aspects of American capitalism, nevertheless, are slowly being adopted as improvements in Germany, France, and Japan. Likewise, the U.S. is importing, to some extent, features of other countries’ systems.

This Article also analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of corporate governance systems in Japan, Germany, and France. By doing so, a better understanding can be gained of the nature and limitations of America’s corporate governance system, its potential for exportation, and its capacity for importing foreign improvements. Likewise, a better grasp can be gained of the nature and limitations of other countries’ corporate governance systems, their potentials for exportation, and their capacities for importing foreign improvements. The recent bankruptcies of Enron and Global Crossing are used to illustrate these points.

II. THE HISTORY OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN THE UNITED STATES

A. Combining Large Enterprise, Concentrated Management, and Dispersed Shareholders to Form Large Public Firms

During the formative years of the American corporation in the 1800s, most businesses were local and were funded by a cohesive group of concerned shareholders whom either managed the business themselves or held managers responsible for their duties. During the last quarter of the 1800s, states began to remove the limitations on incorporation so that businesses could incorporate “for any lawful purpose.” As a result, corporations grew in size and complexity. The first quarter of the 1900s was marked by growth in American business and a separation of ownership from control. In 1930, the corporate paradigm in the United States was described by economists Berle and Means: 

central mass of the twentieth century American economic revolution [is a] massive collectivization of property devoted to production, with [an] accompanying decline of individual decision-making and control, [and a] massive dissociation of wealth from active management.‘

Berle and Means ‘argued that a clear separation had developed between shareholders and management, with shareholders [the individual investor] no longer having any real voice in how the corporation is run [on a day-to-day basis] and with management only theoretically accountable to the board of directors.’

The consequence, they argued, is that this separation of ownership and control created the potential for a divergence of interests. Managers may not always work to maximize corporate profit. Instead, they may seek their own pecuniary gain at the expense of shareholders. According to Berle and Means, the effect of this problem of divergent interests is gauged in terms of agency costs, or those costs incurred to fashion institutions and mechanisms that align manager incentives with shareholder preferences.

In an effort to reduce shareholder risk, Berle and Means theorized that an assortment of institutions and mechanisms, both internal and external, could mitigate managerial agency-cost problems and align manager goals with those of shareholders. Internally, for example, the board of directors monitors management’s activities. There are also managerial self-oversight programs, incentive programs tying manager compensation to stock price, and a proxy voting system, through which shareholders can challenge managerial initiatives.

Externally, the stock market is the principal disciplinary force. Corporations are required to disclose corporate financial data; if the public likes what it sees, the stock increases in value and the price goes up. On the other hand, if shareholders are dissatisfied with the corporation’s performance, they sell their shares and the stock price falls. In this way, share price acts as a sort of public approval rating.


9. See BERLE & MEANS, supra note 7, at 129.


11. There are also managerial labor markets and capital markets that deny credit to poor managers. The threat of bankruptcy is a further management motivator, but realistically this is not of much consolation to shareholders. By the time management is concerned about bankruptcy, millions of dollars of their money have already been lost.


13. It should be noted, however, that shareholders sell their shares for a variety of reasons.
price falls to a point where a corporate raider believes the company is undervalued and would be more profitable under different management, the raider might attempt a hostile takeover. If so, the raider will offer to purchase from shareholders, at a premium, a controlling majority of the corporation's stock. If the raider is successful in acquiring control, the incumbent managers are usually soon replaced. Hostile takeovers, therefore, tend to give management incentive to keep the company profitable, share price high, and shareholders happy.

In sum, the large American public firm evolved, and prospered as an efficient response to the economics of large-scale organization during the first half of the 1900s. By minimizing agency-cost problems attendant to a separation of ownership and control, corporations in the first half of the 1900s were able to meet the huge capital requirements of modern technology.

This description of the corporation was accurate for most of the 1900s; however, in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, the downfall of the managed corporate governance system became apparent. The model's weaknesses resulted in poor corporate performance; and shareholders, officers, and directors began to demand changes to better equip corporations for the intense competition in the global market.

This discontent with the managed corporation model was founded upon the flood of evidence documenting manager waste and excess despite monitoring devices designed to safeguard shareholder interests. The 1990's best-seller Barbarians at the Gate, for example, chronicled the twenty-five billion dollar leveraged buyout of RJR Nabisco ("RJR") and highlighted numerous instances of lavish corporate extravagance at shareholder expense. In addition to an air force of plush corporate jets and dozens of country club memberships for CEO Ross Johnson, RJR's management engaged in more fundamental forms of mismanagement. RJR's own executives conceded before the buyout that with better management, RJR's operation income could be increased "40% in a single year if necessary. Profit margins could be taken to 15 percent from 11. Cash flow . . . could be taken to $1.1 billion a year from $816 million." The RJR
experience may seem particularly outrageous, but unfortunately, it is not unique.  

Trends indicate, however, that wealth and management are coming together. A powerful motivating force for the reformation in corporate management styles is the institutional investor. During the 1970s and 1980s, institutional investors amassed large pools of capital for maximizing stock performance for their beneficiaries. As a result, institutional investors' holdings have increased significantly, and have become more concentrated in corporations. Institutional investors have the capability to bridge the gap that developed throughout the 1900s between ownership and corporate control.

The presence of these large institutional investors appears to provide the greater impetus and resources needed to monitor directors and ensure management's accountability for its strategies and policies. In effect, the increasing presence of

---

18. For example, in 1989, the board of Occidental Petroleum voted to spend $86 million of the company's money to build a museum to house the personal art collection of its chief executive, Armand Hammer. Some of the art was also paid for with corporate money. A substantial amount of the shareholder's money had already been spent on some of Hammer's hobbies, such as Arabian horse breeding, cattle farming, and film production. Jacobs, supra note 15, at 64.

19. There are a number of different types of institutional investors. Public and private pension funds, which invest the retirement savings of America's workers, comprise the largest segment. The second-largest is insurance companies, which invest the vast sums received from premiums so that they will have the money to pay future claims and benefits. Investment companies, most of which are known as mutual funds, are an increasingly popular mechanism for individuals to purchase stocks. By pooling resources, individuals are theoretically able to attain much of the power available to larger investors.

Id. at 42. Bank trust departments, mentioned earlier, are the banks' remaining direct contact with the securities market. Bank trust funds "manage investments for both individuals and institutional customers, but they do not invest the bank's own capital. Finally, foundations and endowments affiliated with universities and other tax-exempt entities comprise the smallest segment of institutional investors." Id.


22. In fact, commentators are acknowledging institutional investor power as one of two factors likely to have the greatest influence on the development of corporate governance. See, e.g., Board Directors and Corporate Governance: Trends in the G-7 Countries Over the Next Ten Years (1992) [hereinafter Board Directors].
these institutional investors as major shareholders in corporations is causing an evolution in corporate governance, where the board of directors is truly an independent oversight entity that can effectively monitor management. Although mergers and acquisitions are a permanent characteristic in the American capital market, the frequency of these takeovers as a means for shareholders to ensure management discipline is increasingly being replaced by the safeguards that can be exercised by a more vigilant and proactive board of directors. Shareholders are regaining the substantial control they once had over their investment by ensuring that their corporate representatives (the board of directors) are doing their job. However, only the future will tell whether institutional investors will be capable of fulfilling the challenge of being proactive shareholders and energizing boards of directors to achieve greater profitability, stability, and competitiveness within the corporations.

B. Corporate Players and Their Respective Responsibilities

The corporate structure consists of three bodies: shareholders, a board of directors, and officers. A distinctive characteristic of American corporations, as compared to other countries, is that corporate ownership and control are dispersed across a relatively large number of shareholders.²³ One recent study shows, for example, that the mean average percentage of outstanding shares owned by the five largest shareholders in the United States, Japan, and Germany, are 25.4%, 33.1%, and 41.5%, respectively.²⁴

1. Board of Directors

The role of the American board of directors, as in Germany, France, and Japan, is to monitor “management on behalf of shareholders.”²⁵ In a majority of state statutes, “the business and affairs of every corporation . . . shall be managed by or under the direction of the board,” which is elected by the shareholders.²⁶ Given the complexities of a corporation’s day-to-day activities and the infrequency with which boards gather to discuss corporate policy and strategy, top management (led by the CEO), manages the day-to-day and month-to-month affairs. In practice, therefore, the board of directors’ primary function has been to select and replace officers.²⁷

Theoretically, directors oversee management’s decisions, which includes regularly evaluating its performance and monitoring the strategy and policies the officers seek to

---

²³ Of the top one hundred companies in the United States: seventy-three are widely held and publicly traded; another 25% are closely held and publicly traded; only 2% are privately owned; and, none are owned by the government. See id. at 6.
²⁵ Id. at 28.
²⁷ U.S. boards have become more directly involved with management succession than at any time in the past. Nearly 75% of U.S. companies recently reported that they have a management succession plan in place and two-thirds of those companies report that their plan was developed by or with the board of directors. See BOARD DIRECTORS, supra note 22, at 18.
employ for the growth and performance in the corporation. The composition of the board, however, prevents the board from being a critical or contributing force in the formation of policy and strategy. On average, a corporate board in the United States is composed of twelve directors.\(^2\) In the past thirty years, inside directors (the management team) have dominated the board, who are chosen by the CEO in the absence of informed shareholder nomination and voting power.\(^2\) Even when a board has outside directors, these directors are usually not truly independent because they are in some way affiliated with management as former employees, acquaintances, or relatives. Thus, management's interests on the board have had a significant impact on the functioning of the board.

Qualitative evidence over the years indicates the predominance of inside directors has been the primary cause of ineffective monitoring by boards.\(^3\) Even the imperfect independent director is better than a nonindependent director.\(^3\) The composition of the board, therefore, is a crucial factor for its effectiveness.

In recognition of this fact, more boards are becoming composed of a majority of outside directors with the aim of increasing a board's effectiveness and curtailing management predominance.\(^3\) This is occurring primarily because corporations are increasingly realizing that a board's success in performing its roles and responsibilities is largely dependent on its composition.\(^3\) The quest for truly independent and qualified boards of directors will continue to achieve the ultimate goal of safeguarding the interests of stockholders.\(^3\)

A director's tenure on a board varies depending on the corporation. The longer a director sits on a board, the more knowledge he or she will have. As a result, a longer-term director may become more critical and informed in his or her evaluation of management and strategic policies. Although familiarity may breed contempt, the Harvard University Survey of G-7 country boards indicates that longer board tenures produce higher returns.\(^3\)


29. See Prowse, supra note 24, at 29.


31. Id. at 900.

32. A 1999 study found that 67% of the directors serving on boards of S&P 500 companies are considered independent. Investor Responsibility Research Center, supra note 28. See generally Redraw the Line Between the Board and the CEO, HARV. BUS. REV., Mar.-Apr. 1995, at 153 [hereinafter Redraw the Line].

33. See Black, supra note 30, at 900.

34. As of 1995, only 5% of boards reported being actively involved in day-to-day management issues. Boards' involvement is likely to increase, however, over the next decade as a result of growing shareholder activism and the adoption of board policies involving management reviews. See id.

35. The Harvard study indicates that an extra five years in average tenure of board members is associated with a 3.9% increase in annual shareholder return over an average ten-year period, which is attributed to the greater experience and the longer-term perspective of directors who have served on boards for a longer period of time. See BOARD DIRECTORS, supra note 22, at 23.
Board compensation in the United States is usually based on an annual fee, a per-meeting fee, or an annual fee plus a per-meeting fee. The latter was used by 83.1% of companies in 1990. Of the top quartile of firms, the average board salary was $47,187 in 1990. From 1987 to 1992, director salaries increased 27%. In addition, corporations commonly extend other benefits such as liability insurance, pensions, and medical insurance.

To perform its fiduciary duty to shareholders, a board must have a good understanding of the company's business environment, and it should be informed of corporate operating strategies. Although the primary source of information is the firm's own management, 70% of American firms do rely on outside sources of information.

In addition, a director owes shareholders the fiduciary duties of due care, loyalty, candor, and obedience. Although subject to personal liability for a breach of their fiduciary duties, directors have been insulated from liability through the judicially created "business judgment rule," which creates a presumption that a director exercises due care when making business decisions, unless proven otherwise. Therefore, the board of directors has essentially been insulated from liability absent some egregious error or the lack of due care with respect to the decisionmaking process.

2. Shareholders

Shareholders are the owners of the corporation, making them primarily responsible for electing the directors. Theoretically, because shareholders exercise ultimate control over the board of directors through board elections, shareholders also control management. In reality, however, individual shareholders have often been unable to perform the role of monitor and final decisionmaker because of collective action problems.

The twentieth-century managed corporation model amassed corporate wealth in the hands of shareholders. Shareholders, however, have typically been merely passive investors whose economic success or failure depends upon the officers who managed and controlled the corporation. Individual shareholders of many large corporations owned too few shares to act independently and were so dispersed that the costs of attempting to gather and discuss corporate strategy and policy were too high for a private, individual stockholder to incur. An individual with modest share ownership will be more inclined to sell his or her shares than get involved with the costs of communication and negotiation between a body of diverse and dispersed shareholders. Therefore, the representation of shareholder interests on boards dramatically declined.

36. See id. at 34.
37. See id.
38. See id. at 35.
39. See id.
40. See id.
41. Trends indicate that the use of outside information sources is likely to increase with external pressures and the rapidly changing business environment. See id. at 21.
42. Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 813 (Del. 1984).
45. See Pound, supra note 7, at 90.
in the last thirty years.\(^4\)

With the increasing concentration of the institutional investors' holdings, however, stockholders may be gaining a renewed influence. Ostensibly, management should be more perceptive to shareholder interests aggregated in large units.\(^47\) If institutional investors can group their shares together and more frequently reach common interests and goals, shareholders should have more power to impact the corporation, influence its direction, and improve its performance.\(^48\) To facilitate this trend, many practitioners and commentators are looking abroad for alternative models of corporate ownership and control.

3. Officers

Officers of a corporation are elected by the board of directors. Typically, they include a chief executive officer ("CEO") and a chief financial officer ("CFO"). Since the first quarter of the twentieth century, the power of the corporation has been concentrated in the officers of the corporation. The CEO's dominance is a key characteristic of large American firms, especially compared to foreign corporations.\(^49\) The American CEO dominates the internal organization of the firm, as well as the board of directors.\(^50\)

Evidence of management's shortcomings under the managed corporation model is scattered throughout academic journals and contemporary business literature.\(^51\) In *Business Week*'s 1992 review of executive salaries, one commentator complained that:

> To get into 1992's Top 10, a chief executive had to make more than $22.8 million. For all the talk of boards of directors cracking down on excesses, for all the prodding of activist shareholders, for all the disclosure rules passed by the Securities & Exchange Commission, CEO pay continues to climb to ridiculous heights. Just how many tens of millions of dollars are needed to motivate CEOs to do their jobs properly?\(^52\)

\(^{46}\) In 1986, for example, major shareholders were directly represented on the boards of only 31% of the large U.S. corporations, and individual investors were directly represented on the boards of 8%. See *Board Directors*, supra note 22, at 10.

\(^{47}\) In a recently published survey, 61% of CEOs reported that they now "regularly hold meetings with their institutional investors." *CEOs Don't Seek Shareholder Input*, INVESTOR REL. BUS., Nov. 1, 1999, available at 1999 WL 5954481. However, the survey also reported that only "45% of the respondents have an 'active' shareholder relations program, down from 55% in 1997." *Id.*

\(^{48}\) A 1999 study revealed that CEOs are becoming responsive to interested shareholders. On four key issues, most CEOs agree with corporate-governance reforms being pushed by shareholder activists. There is agreement on increasing outside directors, formalizing evaluations of both CEO and board performance, and limiting the number of boards on which directors can serve. See *Meeting of Minds*, INDUSTRY WEEK, Nov. 15, 1999, at 10.

\(^{49}\) See *Roe*, supra note 7, at 188.

\(^{50}\) See *Pound*, supra note 7, at 90.

\(^{51}\) See, e.g., Black, supra note 30, at 895.

\(^{52}\) *Executive Pay: It Doesn't Add Up*, Bus. Wk., Apr. 26, 1993, at 122. CEO salaries continue to grow at an incredible rate. See *id.* The 1992 average salary of a large U.S.
The justification offered for these sums, which are even larger today, is that CEOs are delivering great value to their shareholders. Indeed, some are. Often, however, high executive salaries "bear[] no relationship to the performance of the companies they run . . ." Moreover, the disparity between the executive suite and the shop floor continues to widen. Today, the average American CEO makes over four hundred times the average worker’s salary, and the disparity continues to grow.

Theoretically, the board of directors and shareholders should check management’s powers and activities. In reality, however, they have typically failed. Board members elected at the direction of the management by passive shareholders feel beholden to management and too frequently see no problems, shy away from tough questions, and, in some cases, just do not work very hard. Shareholders similarly exercise little protection from abusive management. Historically, the sole means to directly alter the management of a firm involved the use of the proxy fight. The collective action problems attendant to mobilizing a vast number of shareholders for such a contest, however, is well documented. Moreover, the proxy rules promulgated by the SEC are complex and frequently expensive. The ineffectiveness of proxy contests as a monitoring device is evidenced by the fact that approximately “99.65% of corporate boards are elected in uncontested proxy solicitations.”

The external pressure of the capital market has also failed to distinguish itself as an effective disciplinary mechanism. While executives do worry about their firm’s stock price, this concern does not always lead to long-term excellence. In fact, the reverse is
often the case. Often, capital market signals are unclear, and arrive too late to have any meaningful effect. Ironically, management's reaction to falling share price may be precisely the wrong one. One common erroneous response is to cut back on investment or research and development in the hope of artificially improving the next quarter's earnings. In addition, despite the ostensible construction of "Chinese walls" between analyst and investment banking operations in large financial institutions, the threat of losing investment banking revenues due to less than glowing analyst reports persists.

From the 1960s through the early 1980s, the only real check on management power came in the form of threats of corporate takeovers. The 1980s takeovers, however, only exacerbated the untouchability of most corporate management. As Professor Grundfest states: "The takeover wars are over. Management won." Since the 1980s takeover wave, managements have constructed innovative judicial and legislative roadblocks to hostile tender offers.

On the judicial front, the courts upheld the use of shareholder rights plans and poison pills by incumbent management to fend off takeover attempts. The American courts affirmed the right of officers to defend against the hostile takeovers even though the actions necessary to prevent a takeover were contrary to the shareholders' pecuniary interests. In effect, officers are permitted to protect their own positions with the corporation and personal careers at the expense of the shareholders' financial gain—contrary to the stated objective of enhancing shareholder gain espoused by many state corporation statutes. One commentator, for instance, notes that this broad grant of discretionary power to management was far greater than what many people thought was appropriate.


60. See Lipton & Lorsch, supra note 8, at 59.
62. Grundfest, supra note 56, at 858. The takeover-threat has, however, begun to resurface. "Surprisingly, 64% of CEOs [in 1999], up from 59% and 47% in 1997 and 1995 respectively, saw an increased threat of hostile takeover attempts." CEOs Don't Seek Shareholder Input, supra note 47.
63. See Paramount Communications, Inc. v. Time, Inc., 571 A.2d 1140, 1153-54 (Del. 1989), aff'd 1989 Fed. Sec. L. Rep. (CCH) ¶ 94,514 (Del. Ch. July 14, 1989). In Paramount, the Delaware Court of Chancery held that even an adequately priced, noncoercive tender offer can constitute a threat warranting the defensive use of a poison pill. Id. In one of its many manifestations, a poison pill is a threat by the target corporation that "if any bidder acquires a certain percentage of its shares," the target will sell new shares at half-price "to dilute the bidder's financial interest and voting power and deter it from raising its stock holding" percentage for as long as the poison pill is in effect. Edmund Kelly, Rx for Corporate Directors This Proxy Season, LEGAL TIMES, Mar. 30, 1992, at 27.
64. See Paramount, 571 A.2d at 1140.
Legislatively, corporations were successful in lobbying for stronger state antitakeover statutes to further insulate management from accountability.66 In effect, these statutes obstruct a company’s owners from protecting their investments by preventing efforts to replace incompetent and ineffective management.67 Although they differ in their details, all antitakeover statutes afford management added discretion when choosing to resist an unwelcome tender offer. While some observers may applaud the diminished importance of takeovers on the corporate governance scene,68 their exit leaves managers largely impervious to shareholder or outside investor challenges. It appears that “the walls around the corporate castle are higher now, and the moat wider, than ever before.”69

Finally, the demise of the junk bond market “further insulated corporate management” from challenges.70 These instruments had served as the primary financing vehicle used for takeovers. Moreover, the 1987 stock market plummet associated with “Black Monday” added instability to a corporate America that was already precipitously indebted from a wave of highly leveraged acquisitions.71 As a result, the CEO presently retains full control over a corporation’s destiny, with only superficial checks on his or her power in the widely dispersed, passive shareholders and the pro-CEO board of directors.

C. Four Decades of Impact on Corporate Governance in the United States

1. From the Nineteenth Century to the “Takeover Era”

The separation of management from investors in the early 1900s began moving American corporate governance down a path that was eventually “eclipsed by the hostile takeovers and the transaction-based market for corporate control.”72 Starting in the 1960s, shareholders unable to exert influence on unresponsive management used takeover bids as a powerful instrument of displacement.73 These takeover mechanisms

(quoting professor of law at Stanford and former SEC Commissioner Joseph A. Grundfest).

67. According to Robert Monks, the former ERISA chief at the Department of Labor who advises institutional investors, “These decisions make you sick to your stomach. They essentially strip away the rights of the shareholder and turn common stock into junk stock.” Id. at 67 (quotations omitted).
70. Sharara & Hoke-Witherspoon, supra note 61, at 331.
71. See Fromson, supra note 66.
became viable as dissatisfied shareholders drove stocks downward by selling off their shares of stock.

Although the ostensible central objective of corporations is to enhance corporate profit and shareholder gain, the defensive posture adopted by corporations in the later half of the 1900s influenced boards to emphasize maintaining the life of the corporation. Moreover, the focus on the single event transaction deemphasized long-term investment and, consequently, diminished future earnings. Consequently, this period of fixation on takeover defenses and short-term profit maximization was dubbed simply as the “takeover era.”

2. From Decline to Renewal in Corporate Governance?

Economic indicators show that American competitiveness in the last fifteen years has either stagnated or declined relative to other countries. Throughout the 1980s, the United States lost market share in virtually all industries, from mature industries such as automobile manufacturing to high-technology sectors “that will define the information age.” Correspondingly, the quality of life for many Americans has also declined, resulting in far-reaching societal effects. In the face of declining profits, layoffs, shrinking wages, rising health care costs, and degenerating neighborhoods, news of corporate opulence and astronomical executive compensation is not only unseemly, it points to a deeper structural pathology.

Management, as a constituency interested in its own welfare, appears to have grown too powerful. The existing institutions and mechanisms developed to protect shareholders against managerial abuse have proven largely ineffective. Too often, boards of directors are simply figureheads that rubber-stamp management initiatives. The evidence of reckless corporate behavior characteristic of the managed corporation is difficult to digest in an increasingly competitive global economy, especially during economic downturns.

As a result of these aggregate trends, American corporations in the 1990s are in search of new corporate governance models to improve performance in the face of

74. See James M. Tobin, The Squeeze on Directors—Inside Is Out, 49 Bus. Law. 1707 (1994). Also, for purposes of comparison, the frequency of takeovers that are motivated by managerial failure is one of the starkest differences between the U.S. financial system and Germany and Japan. See Prowse, supra note 24, at 46. Empirical evidence supports the claim that mergers and acquisitions in Japan and Germany are significantly lower than in the United States. See id. at 46-47. In a 1993 study, “just over [two percent] of large Japanese firms [were] taken over or merged between 1980 [and] 1989, in contrast to over [twenty-two] percent of large U.S. firms.” See id. at 33. With respect to Germany, United States takeover rates are between fifteen and twenty times more frequent than in Germany. See id. at 33. As of 1993, “since [World War II], there have only been four successful hostile takeovers in Germany [and] they appear to be almost as rare in Japan.” See id.at 35.


76. JACOBS, supra note 15, at 3.

international competition and merger and acquisition activity. Some commentators, however, still believe that the inability of a dominant entity to control a large enough portion of a corporation will continue to make takeovers a crucial disciplining device. These commentators believe the status quo will be challenged. The impetus for change is the increased activism of institutional shareholders with a greater concentration of ownership and reenergized, independent boards.

New corporate governance schemes, however, are just beginning to focus on the increased role of the board of directors, which must take a proactive role in fulfilling its responsibilities. Ideally, the board should more closely monitor managers and oversee strategy and policy. Through increased activism, internal corporate control mechanisms can be strengthened, in turn vitiating the historical purpose of takeovers. New corporate governance structures are, in fact, more like the ones envisioned in statutory models.

Lessons of repeatedly failed corporate undertakings point to four main conclusions that should guide the formulation of a new American governance model. First, past failures teach the importance of a strong, independent, and informed board capable of evaluating management performance. Second, boards must actively participate in the development of long-term corporate strategy. Third, management must strictly comply with codes of conduct. But this compliance must not deter the degree of flexibility and risk-taking necessary for peak management performance. Fourth, it must be remembered that corporate performance is not a function of corporate governance alone.

The following discussion outlines a current proposed model for corporate governance designed to deal with the global market of the twenty-first century. In this model, institutional investors stand as the shareholders who can make directors accountable, as well as strengthen their role as a check and balance against management decisions. The competitive success of German and Japanese firms lends credence to the notion that the American corporate governance system of strong
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86. Professor John Pound of Harvard University proposed a corporate governance paradigm called the political model. See Pound, supra note 72, at 1007. He analogized this model with the model of governance found in the public sector. Id. In the political model “active investors seek to change corporate policy by developing voting support from disperse shareholders, rather than by simply purchasing voting power or control” through a takeover. Id. Moreover, within this model, “[i]nsurgents use public processes to educate voters and to propose alternatives to the policies of incumbents” thereby engendering and promoting “an informed, participatory, and substantive approach to oversight of management.” Id.
management and weak shareholders can be improved.\textsuperscript{87} Moreover, evidence suggests that institutional oversight of management can add significant value.\textsuperscript{88}

D. Moving From a Managed Corporation to a Governed Corporation

From the time of Berle and Means' commentary through the 1980s, corporate America was governed by a system referred to as "the managed corporation."\textsuperscript{89} The managed corporation model focused on the power of management, and its ultimate responsibility if the corporation succeeded or failed.\textsuperscript{90} It was the board of director's duty to hire the best officers and then submit to their strategies and policies without providing objective analysis or critiques.\textsuperscript{91} Shareholders were merely silent partners who were expected not to handle corporate affairs.\textsuperscript{92}

As a result, this model allowed mistakes or improper policies or strategies to go uncorrected until major damage was caused. Therefore, this model fostered "an unstable cycle of silence and crisis,"\textsuperscript{93} as there were no checks on the management's decisionmaking.\textsuperscript{94} One commentator argues that this model is outdated for handling today's business environment, where competition is so fierce that major mistakes in corporate strategy can be devastating.\textsuperscript{95} Absent from the managed corporate model was a system to ensure that decisions are made effectively.

The governed corporation offers significant advantages over the managed corporation system. Principally, and unlike the managed governance system, it focuses on maintaining an effective and accountable decisionmaking process. The governed corporation requires management and a truly independent board featuring a strong presence of outside directors to collaborate on strategy and policy, and to actively seek input from shareholders.\textsuperscript{96} SEC chairman Richard Breeden aptly refers to an empowered board as "the linchpin of our system of corporate governance, and the foundation for the legitimacy of actions taken by management in the name of the shareholders."\textsuperscript{97} It should be noted, however, that corporate governance and the board's role affect corporate performance only insofar as they actually influence management decisions. Therefore, corporate performance is enhanced "by a proactive board that cooperatively and constructively works along with management to formulate and implement strategic corporate plans."\textsuperscript{98}

Because the governed system theoretically mandates open lines of communication
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between informed bodies, it should be able to address specific problems internally
without imposing changes in control, changes in management, or the enormous
transaction costs underlying takeover control mechanisms. Instead of blaming the
CEO or other officers, this system seeks to work together to find solutions. By acting
early and effectively, directors may prevent a small problem from turning into a major
crisis. Moreover, because the board of directors has expertise and knowledge to
contribute to the corporation's performance, the governed model is potentially less
disruptive and possibly more specialized. Perhaps most importantly, this corporate
system can increase a corporation's long-term sustainability.

To implement this governance strategy, corporations must redefine the roles and
responsibilities of the corporate entities so that they use the informed involvement of
all three bodies. To the extent possible, directors should be empowered to help
managers make the best possible decisions and be proactive and effective in the policy
making process. As Chancellor William T. Allen, Delaware Court of Chancery, notes:

The conventional perception is that boards should select senior management,
create incentive compensation schemes and then step back and watch the
organization prosper . . . .

This view . . . is, in my opinion, badly deficient. It ignores a most basic
responsibility: the duty to monitor the performance of senior management in an
informed way. Outside directors should function as active monitors of corporate
management, not just in crisis, but continually; they should have an active role in
the formulation of the long-term strategic . . . goals; they should as well engage in
the periodic review of the short and long-term performance according to plan and
be prepared to press for correction when in their judgment there is need.

Many scholars are positing that major shareholders may fulfill the idealized role of
the true authorities that are able to speak directly to management and directors about
their critique of corporate policies and strategies. By redefining shareholder and
director responsibilities and duties along these lines, the governance scheme should
foster debate, bring in better information, offer new perspectives, and reduce false
consensus and insularity.

The evolution of American corporations in the 1990s makes the reformation to a
governed corporation possible. Ownership has become more concentrated into the
control of large institutional investors, which have the motivation to protect their
interests by influencing corporate policy. In sum, "[t]he board will function as a team,
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shareholders will have input, and the company that can make quick and relatively painless midcourse corrections rather than suffering decline and crisis in the new corporate paradigm.\textsuperscript{104}

1. The Case for the Role of the Institutional Investor in the Governed Corporation

Many commentators now look to the institutional investor to lead the way in the move to a governed corporate system of corporate control. As mentioned above, institutional investors have increased both their overall holdings and the concentration thereof, especially in specific blue chip companies.\textsuperscript{105} Not only do many institutional investors own enough stock to have some controlling influence in their roles as shareholders, they have business and financial incentive to be critical shareholders looking out for the corporation’s best interest. With the increased holdings of trillions of dollars in debt and equity investments, institutional investors are less flexible in their ability to divest from large equity interests.\textsuperscript{106} Institutional investor funds are, therefore, locked into holdings on a longer-term basis.\textsuperscript{107}

Proponents for change in corporate governance view this development as crucial. Concentrated ownership allows the few institutional investors (as opposed to the scattered, thousands of relatively uninformed individuals) to take a more active interest in corporate governance as a means of exerting pressure on management to improve performance.\textsuperscript{108} Moreover, given the size of institutional investor holdings and their ability to organize shareholder activism, management and directors should be more responsive to “outsiders who circulate alternative policy proposals to major investors, make informal suggestions for new director nominees . . . or solicit votes for a shareholder proposal” concerning specific policy reforms.\textsuperscript{109}

Corporations are, in fact, already implementing some of the governed corporation’s characteristics of increased board and shareholder involvement.\textsuperscript{110} There are increased instances of “private negotiations between major corporate managements and private
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\textsuperscript{110} Specifically, General Motors, Home Depot, IBM, Westinghouse, Lockheed, Beckman Instruments, Time Warner, and Ceridian Corp. have instituted some of the governed corporation characteristics with increasing recognition of the role of the board and increased shareholder participation. See Pound, supra note 7, at 96-97. Ceridian Corp. is an interesting case study. At the end of the 1980s Ceridian, then Control Data, was the epitomy of the managed corporation, with William Norris in command. Id. at 97. In the early 1990s, however, shareholders exerted major pressure on the board due to poor stock performance, and the board replaced Norris with Lawrence Perlman, who has a management approach similar to the structure of the governed corporation. Id. Directors were moved to the forefront of decisionmaking, and Perlman started seeking dialogue with Ceridian’s major stockholders. Id. Since Perlman’s arrival, Ceridian added more than one billion dollars of market value for its stockholders. Id. at 98.
and public institutions about executive compensation, corporate structure and strategy, and board effectiveness." As one commentator states, "[I]t is clear that they [institutional investors] are in the corporate governance business to stay." Comprehensive surveys during the 1990s reported both increased involvement of institutional investors in board rooms and positive responses from directors. Moreover, because institutional investors own more than a majority of shares in most major public companies, it is realistic to expect that they will continue to insist on accountability for poor performance. A likely consequence of the increased activism, therefore, is a renewed and increased sense of director responsibility to shareholder interests. Institutional investors will likely continue to focus on strengthening the independence and fiduciary responsibilities of boards vis-à-vis management to improve long-term financial performance.

Against the benefits which accrue from increasing investor input, drawbacks are certain to arise. Many of the problems institutional investors will face are endemic to being an institutional investor. First, the institutional investor might arguably be unable to expend the time and resources necessary to monitor the well-being of every company in which it invests. Because an individual portfolio is typically benchmarked by comparing to a market average or index rather than by focusing on individual companies, the institutional investor’s investment strategy may prevent a thorough evaluation of individual companies. An institutional investor may also face real conflicts of interest between its fiduciary responsibility to beneficiaries and the role of an active owner. Institutional investors are in the business of achieving gains for their clients. This provides a temptation to liquidate holdings in one corporation and then transfer funds to a more successful corporation.

Given the benefits to be derived from performing a baseline ownership role and the competitiveness of the marketplace, it is arguable that institutional investors will want, and may feel compelled, to make sure that the corporations in which they invest are
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performing at a profitable level and avoid any disastrous losses to the funds they create. As past lessons indicate, the institutional investor, as well as corporations and the public, cannot look to gain in only the short term. A corporation's success must be managed in terms of the long term.

As noted above, one of the pivotal roles institutional investors can play is to ensure the selection of a board of directors that has integrity, expertise, and independence from the officers and management of the corporation. Thus, the composition of boards is changing dramatically and will likely continue to do so.

2. The New and Improved Board of Directors

To function most effectively, the governed corporation model requires independent, outside boards of directors who are experts in the complexities of the company and its industry, in finance and the corporation's financial structures, and in the relevant law and regulations. If increasing the number of independent, outside directors continues, boards will soon become driven by a majority of independent, outside directors. Not only will corporations turn to outside directors for increased effectiveness, they will also turn to independent and specialized directors out of necessity. With the increasing responsibilities of boards to monitor management activities and review financial and operation audits, and directors' increased exposure to personal liability, boards will likely see a greater representation of lawyers, auditors, academics, international experts, and engineers. Directors with political connections will also be an asset to corporate boards. In the end, it is likely that the new boards will be composed of people more demographically representative of the American population with commensurately diverse expertise and skills. Public image will likely be the

120. "Virtually all major public corporations now acknowledge that they have no choice but to make their managements more accountable to their shareholders and that . . . strengthening the hand of the outside directors is the logical way to do so." Redraw the Line, supra note 32, at 153. For example, at Home Depot, six of the ten directors are activist outside board members. Id. at 162. A recent study revealed that Home Depot's board philosophy is the subject of widespread admiration and imitation. See John A. Byrne, The Best & Worst Boards, Bus. Wk., Jan. 24, 2000, at 150.
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most important selection criteria, followed by professional experience and reputation. The fact that most of the major corporations today are revamping their boards is evidence of the importance of the board's composition.

The corporation and its shareholders should increasingly utilize the board "to act as an independent monitor of management . . ." and to ask the tough questions management might otherwise avoid. Boards should meet more frequently and should focus on debating new decisions, strategies, and policies—not just on reviewing past performance. To effectively debate and evaluate policy and strategy, the board must have access to the relevant information, including access to free exchanges between directors and managers below the CEO.

Director compensation will also likely need to increase to account for these increased demands and to obtain qualified directors. But, a director's compensation must be sufficiently linked to the company's performance to provide an appropriate performance incentive. As one chairman of a large American corporation stated, "There is no substitute for directors who have a personal stake in the ultimate performance of a company's shares." The most important form of compensation in the governed corporation model will be the performance-related incentives, primarily in the form of stock options and stock payments.

Although a board of directors must feature a strong cadre of independent outside
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directors, inside directors will continue to be valuable. First, the participation of the management on the board permits the board to observe and evaluate the decisionmaking process, as well as the outcome. The directors' interaction with management facilitates the observation and evaluation of the management's competence, which is helpful for effectively fulfilling its role in selecting officers to run the corporation. Second, candid and interactive participation by management in decisionmaking (rather than simply conducting a formal presentation) concerning investment and strategy will facilitate more informed decisionmaking. Finally, management can provide an essential communication link between the employees of the corporation and the governing body of the corporation.

3. Distributing Roles and Responsibilities Between Management and Directors

The corporate governance model requires CEOs and directors to redefine their relationship. With increased director involvement in strategy and policy of corporations, the division of roles and responsibilities can become unclear. The new corporate governance requires directors to take an active role in strategic policy-making in addition to overseeing the management. In theory, the division between management and the board should emphasize that the board deals with strategic long-term strategizing and the management handles the formulation, implementation, and supervision of that strategy. To make the governed corporation work, the management and the board must work together as a team, but with mutual respect and an awareness of the parameters of each other's duties. Therefore, as some commentators suggest, an attempt to make bright-line, one-size-fits-all demarcation between these two spheres' responsibilities is neither necessary nor helpful. Instead, the lines of authority should be drawn according to each company's respective needs and structure.

Directors' responsibilities are increasing beyond what was previously thought as a board's duty. Directors will likely continue to engage in new activities to enforce their role as the body that best represents a corporation's owners. These activities include overseeing management—including selecting, evaluating, and dismissing officers who fail to perform—and overseeing the conduct of the corporation's business—such as reviewing financial objectives, approving corporate actions, providing advice to management, and ensuring that the corporation conducts itself according to the law. Constraints on board authority such as limited time, knowledge, and expertise with respect to day-to-day matters, however, will continue to exist. Therefore, hard and fast rules of board and management responsibilities are not necessary. Instead, what likely
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will develop is that each company will evaluate its own needs according to its size, activities, structure of ownership, and business objectives to determine what responsibilities each should perform.

Boards can require performance-linked compensation schemes to encourage executive performance.\textsuperscript{143} This can also ameliorate the outrage of the public and shareholders over increasingly exorbitant executive salaries.\textsuperscript{144} Although Japan has followed the American lead in instituting performance-based compensation plans, for example, overall American compensation remains significantly higher than in Japan\textsuperscript{145} and elsewhere. Further, making it known that a board will not condone unearned, exorbitant salaries increases directors' trust with its shareholders. It is imperative, nonetheless, that the portion of compensation tied directly to performance be large enough to serve as a genuine performance incentive. Historically, the link has often been insufficient.\textsuperscript{146}

Most firms use salary as the largest proportion of executive compensation. Linking a percentage of pay to performance, arguably, increases the likelihood that a corporation will turn in a profitable performance. This conclusion is based on the assumption that an officer will have a greater incentive to make his or her corporation as profitable as possible if he or she must forego greater personal financial gain if the corporation performs poorly.\textsuperscript{147}

Other innovative incentives include giving a CEO stock options that carry an exercise price of 40% over the stock's current trading price.\textsuperscript{148} Corporations such as
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Colgate, Palmolive, and AT&T include setting triggers for stock option rewards at higher stock price levels in their incentive programs. Other compensation schemes include performance units and performance shares; these link the proportion of units or shares to the extent performance goals are achieved over a designated period, usually four to five years.

In the transition period, CEOs must recognize that increasingly empowered directors can help them and their company, and should not be viewed as a threat. CEOs who resist reforming their corporate structure will lose, as will the corporation as a whole.

The foregoing discussion illustrates the problems faced by American corporations and their system of corporate governance. A means of remedying these problems by shifting corporate control from a managed to a governed system has also been posited. This remedy implies the prospect of increased participation by institutional shareholders.

The following discussion compares the corporate governance models of Japan, Germany, and France. Given these nations' increased reliance on the participation of large shareholders (particularly banks), many commentators view these foreign systems as a potential blueprint for changing the American corporate governance system.

III. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN JAPAN

A. The Historical Development of Japanese Corporations

Japanese stock exchanges were first established in 1878 in Osaka and Tokyo. Despite the existence of these exchanges, Japanese corporations have relied predominantly on banks and government funding for financing. This contrasts sharply with their American counterparts, which historically have been financed in large part through public offerings on liquid stock exchanges. In fact, in the early stages of Japan's industrialization, during the later half of the 1800s and early 1900s, those companies that were forced to turn to public financing were perceived to be inferior.

To obtain financing, Japanese corporations relied on their connections with zaibatsu, industrial conglomerations which controlled economic growth prior to World War I by dominating particular sectors of the economy through self-financing. Under the zaibatsu, Japan's economy grew rapidly through World War I.

After World War II the United States was instrumental in reforming the Japanese
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corporate structure during the Allied occupation of Japan.\textsuperscript{158} By incorporating provisions of American corporate governance structure, the United States sought to promote corporate democracy and redistribute corporate stock ownership.\textsuperscript{159} The American-style “Securities Democratization” program resulted in a mass release of securities and the implementation of antimonopoly laws that increased individual share holding and expanded the Japanese stock market.\textsuperscript{160} With Allied occupation, therefore, came the birth of the Japanese public corporation.

The imposition of the American model into the Japanese business culture was not successful, however. Without understanding and taking into account the differences of the societies and business cultures, the unmodified American structure never had a real chance in Japan. With only limited exposure to a social structure that was founded on democratic principles, Japanese society had no working knowledge of the principles upon which the American structure was formed. More importantly, it did not share the history from which this structure arose. As a result, the imposition of a foreign mode of corporate governance without regard to fundamental cultural differences inevitably led to ineffective management and corruption.\textsuperscript{161}

New international events precipitated further changes in Japan’s corporate structure. With the advent of the Cold War, the United States shifted its attention away from monitoring Japan’s corporate democratization movement, and the Allied occupation ended. In the absence of American monitoring and Allied supervision, the Japanese government amended the commercial code to accommodate business practices similar to those which existed before World War II. Along with these changes, Japanese corporations quickly began to expand their productivity and accelerate economic growth.\textsuperscript{162} Because economic recovery was believed to be the only deterrent to a complete communist takeover of the Far East, the United States did not object when it became apparent that the amendments, which hearkened back to the era of the zaibatsu, strengthened the Japanese economy. The new provisions facilitated mergers, acquisitions, and intercorporate shareholding.\textsuperscript{163} The new Japanese business structure consisted of enterprise groups called keiretsu.

Japanese business owners today form themselves into keiretsu in a manner true to the spirit of the zaibatsu that existed prior to World War II.\textsuperscript{164} Each keiretsu (larger than a zaibatsu) usually represents an industry and consists of a number of companies which cooperate with one another and use each other’s services and support. Each group is then dependent upon a core of related banks.\textsuperscript{165}

The financial structures of Japanese corporations come primarily from banks, trust
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banks, insurance companies, independent institutions, and government sources. The banks of enterprise groups provide the most substantial source of funds and act as coordinating centers for business within the groups. The bank-company relationship "is considered permanent and is an integral part of the company's existence." Because of the banks' significant ownership interests in the corporations they fund and, in some cases, their presence on the corporation's board of directors, banks have incentive to ensure the corporation performs well and has the necessary resources.

Japan's government is characterized as having a probusiness bias, and indeed, business-government relations are close and amicable. The government enforces laws through informal administrative guidance. In fact, the government is seen "not as an impartial regulator, but as a promoter and protector of domestic industry." Japanese laws and programs substantively are probusiness.

B. The Japanese Corporate Structure

Japan's corporate governance structure in its large stock corporations (kabushiki kaisha) borrows from the nominal structure of American corporations. It consists of a board of directors, shareholders, and executives. Theoretically, shareholders elect directors, who in turn set overall corporate policies and direction. The directors also appoint and monitor the executives who implement the directors' plan. In practice, however, Japanese shareholders have been virtually powerless with respect to performing any meaningful function within the corporation. Moreover, the board of directors is merely an extension of the executives, since the executives constitute a majority of the directors. In 1981, Japan revised its commercial code in the area of corporate governance; the amendments became effective October 1, 1982. The purposes behind the changes were to require greater accountability of the management, disperse stock ownership, and encourage greater shareholder participation in decisionmaking.

1. Board of Directors

Similar to the American structure, Japanese boards of directors are elected by shareholders. In reality, however, the CEO and the CEO's operating committee choose the directors with perhaps some consultation from large shareholders. The shareholders finalize the nominations with the formality of a vote. Shareholders also
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have the power to remove directors with or without cause. Corporations are required by law to have, at a minimum, three directors—with each director serving a maximum term of two years. The corporate statute grants powers to the board to “manage” the corporation.

In practice, the board represents the interests of the corporation and employees, rather than the shareholders. The two primary reasons for this representation are, first, nearly all directors are senior managers or former company employees, and second, Japanese shareholders are passive. Therefore, the board is, in essence, an extension of the management whose interests are inseparable. Because of the corporate success Japanese firms experience, the existing system of governance has gone unchallenged.

Most major corporations have ten to twenty executives on the board, whose presence is based on seniority and personal service to the corporation. The directors are arranged hierarchically based on those criteria. Because of the board’s size and differences with respect to the working demands each director faces (usually reflecting seniority), boards are often divided up into working groups. The most senior working groups perform most board functions and senior executives are elected as representative directors.

The Japanese corporation code requires board members to appoint representative directors to act on behalf of the corporation when dealing with third parties. Representative directors implement shareholder and board decisions. In an effort to control the representative directors’ power, however, the 1981 amendments require certain important decisions to be made by the board as a whole. The board’s primary responsibility is the health and growth of the company as a whole, instead of shareholder profit maximization. Company growth is the most important objective because “it maximizes the welfare of shareholders (through capital gains), management (through steadily increasing opportunities for promotion), employees (through job security and wage growth), the government (through growing tax revenues) and the community (through growing employment).” Although the directors hold formal authority, directors’ meetings are characteristically infrequent
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and "decisions are rubber stamped." Corporate authority is vested in the president, who works with an operating committee.

The composition of the board consists of very few, if any, outside directors. Almost 80% of the boards have no outside directors and just 15% of the corporations have one or two outside directors, representing lender banks, retired government officials or top business partners of the corporation. The domination of insiders on Japanese boards is one of the main reasons boards are seen as "hollow shells" and are ineffective in overseeing the affairs of the company.

The chairman of the board is usually a retired CEO of the corporation or a retired government official. The chairman's duties involve maintaining the various personal relationships with businesses and government officials to ensure that business will run smoothly from the exterior. Therefore, the chairman's role in actual business decisions of the corporation is limited. With respect to the other executive directors, depending upon the executive director's seniority, only a few of the top-level executives will have the time to deal with director-type issues because the other executives will be dealing with the corporation's day-to-day affairs.

The necessity of having an exhaustive and timely formal information source for directors is obviated by the fact that Japanese directors are predominantly insiders who have direct knowledge of corporate information. For those few outside directors, weekly or monthly meetings are held to keep those directors abreast of corporate information. When and if truly outside directors are appointed to the boards, they will probably be already well informed with corporate policy.

Japanese firms are particularly active in pursuing external information within the keiretsu. As a result, board directors are connected with information concerning other Japanese companies and financial institutions in the particular industry. The information is obtained through the monthly meetings between the directors and managers of the keiretsu. Directors are also expected to be well versed with respect to domestic and foreign market trends.

The decisionmaking process of the board of directors follows the consensus-style method of decisionmaking that is pervasive throughout Japanese corporations. The chief characteristics of this type of decisionmaking are the board's debating of matters and the reaching of decisions through consensus. Therefore, board decisionmaking, as
with any other corporate decision, can often be a lengthy process.

The compensation of Japanese directors is below their American and European counterparts. The limit on earning differential between company positions is based on the idea of the company as a social group, which in turn keeps the wages of directors and other management and employees relatively close. In addition to director salary, an executive salary, and generous entertainment expense accounts, a director also receives nonmonetary rewards of respect and prestige that have great value in Japanese society. Directors also receive medical benefits. In short, the capability of Japanese boards to monitor critically and support corporate management is severely curtailed by the domination of inside directors. The Japanese corporations, however, have thrived on a different approach that, as will be discussed below, entails intercorporate shareholding and the watchful eye and support of keiretsu members. The large financial institutions and creditors have a strong incentive to protect their holdings and investments in the firms by monitoring and influencing the management and gathering information.

2. Shareholders

Japanese stock ownership has two distinctive characteristics. First, corporate ownership is heavily concentrated in the control of a relatively small number of institutions and individuals. Second, there is cross-shareholding between companies who are affiliated in the keiretsu. Referred to as “safe shareholders,” banks, other members of the keiretsu, board directors, employees, business customers, and associates hold a high proportion of stock. Most corporations believe that having a controlling portion of shares owned by safe shareholders is essential. The main reason for this view is that Japanese companies believe “insider control strengthens enterprise group relations, reinforces management control and ensures that shareholder meetings proceed harmoniously.” Safe shareholding is also believed to prevent foreign takeover attempts. Banks and associated businesses, therefore, have ownership in most major corporations, which is in contrast to the United States, where banks are prohibited from directly owning stock and very few companies have an industrial company as top shareholder. However, 5% still constitutes a majority interest in many corporations.
ownership and increase individual outside ownership by limiting the percentage of cross-shareholdings between companies and their subsidiaries.\textsuperscript{212}

The cross-shareholding among affiliated businesses is common among Japanese firms because it symbolizes sincerity and commitment. Although the amount of stock exchanged is small, in the aggregate the amount of shares owned by companies in the industry make up a significant share of stock ownership.\textsuperscript{213} Thus, in the Japanese business culture, cross-shareholding is believed to be in the best interest of corporations, because it solidifies business relationships.\textsuperscript{214} The intercompany stock is very stable and rarely sold, because it is procured for business relations, not profit maximization.\textsuperscript{215} Therefore, the corporate structure buttresses the interconnectedness of the \textit{keiretsu}. Some commentators, however, believe that cross-shareholding is detrimental to outside shareholders and is thus the major cause for a steady decline in individual ownership.\textsuperscript{216}

With regard to individual investors, the cross-shareholding among companies affiliated in the same enterprise group has substantially lessened the holdings of individual investors.\textsuperscript{217} Only 20 to 30\% of shares are in general circulation. As minority shareholders, Japanese investors, like their American counterparts, are passive investors. Despite the lack of control over corporate affairs, individual investing is profitable and a steady source of income.\textsuperscript{218} With no capital gain tax, investors turn over stock frequently. The stock market, however, is still seen culturally as a gamble. As a result, a relatively smaller portion of personal assets is invested in stocks.\textsuperscript{219}

This small percentage of outstanding shares and outside ownership contributes to Japanese corporate security and stability. These mainstream shareholders, individually as well as in the aggregate, have no meaningful power with respect to the corporation. As a result, management typically ignores initiatives or inquiries from remaining stockholders, and can afford to do so because of its insulation from outside challenges.\textsuperscript{220} Consequently, the annual shareholder meetings are largely a formality in corporate governance.\textsuperscript{221} The 1981 amendments, however, do require directors to attend shareholder meetings to discuss any question posed by a shareholder in written form prior to the meeting and to field those questions that arise during the meeting.\textsuperscript{222} Moreover, since the 1981 amendments, greater shareholder attendance has been
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recorded, and management and directors are providing more information to familiarize shareholders with the corporation.\textsuperscript{223}

Although shareholder membership on the board of directors is scarce, large institutional shareholders are not passive in their ownership interest. In addition to their influence in the accounting and audit divisions of corporations, institutions and financial lenders have preferred to meet informally in monthly meetings called “President's Club meetings.”\textsuperscript{224} Here, shareholders and lenders of many different corporations in the \textit{keiretsu} gather to discuss general corporate policy and strategy.\textsuperscript{225} In essence, although these meetings are not a part of Japan's formal corporate governance structure, they do serve as a second board that checks the progress and policy of the corporation.\textsuperscript{226}

As noted above, shareholders must possess at least one unit before they can vote.\textsuperscript{227} Although the commercial code expressly limits the issues on which shareholders can vote at shareholder meetings, a corporation's articles of incorporation can be amended to authorize shareholders to vote on other issues.\textsuperscript{228} A quorum of a majority of the outstanding voting shares and affirmative votes of a majority of the shareholders present at the meeting is required for passage.\textsuperscript{229}

Shareholders are required to appoint at least two auditors who supervise the management’s progress.\textsuperscript{230} During their two-year term, auditors investigate corporate affairs and documents, make reports to the directors, and—at shareholder meetings—enjoin directors' illegal acts and bring suits on behalf of the corporation.\textsuperscript{231} Even though auditors are subject to joint and several liability for failure to perform their role, their effectiveness as a monitoring entity has been questionable.\textsuperscript{232}

3. Executives

In a Japanese corporation, the president and his or her executives wield the most real power in the corporation.\textsuperscript{233} The corporation’s president and the operating committee set policy and strategy, and make the long-term and daily goals for the corporation.\textsuperscript{234} They also perform the monitoring function of the company’s performance, which in the United States is performed by the board of directors.\textsuperscript{235}
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Therefore, the president is free from shareholder accountability, especially given that all board members are allies. However, social group mores and “his dedication to the overall health and growth of the company” check the president’s power. Management’s first loyalty is to its employees, which is a manifestation of the lifetime employment system. In Japanese society, an individual’s identity conforms to the company for which one works, because employees usually stay with one company their entire lives. Therefore, corporate success is essential for an individual’s security. As one commentator stated: “To the Japanese way of thinking, company employees have more ‘ownership’ interest in the company than do shareholders who merely are investing in the company.” Also, the lifetime employment system makes management turnover relatively rare. Transfers, however, do take place between companies within a keiretsu. The selection of the president is a critical time for a Japanese corporation. Although corporations have mandatory retirement age policies, corporations do not always follow them. Depending upon the personality of a president and quality of replacements, a president’s resignation, or stepping down, is a common means for replacing a president. Very rarely are presidents forced out of office. A president may be forced to resign, however, if the board, the managers, labor leaders, and shareholders all agree that removal is necessary. Because of the cultural importance of growth and health of the corporation, executive compensation is not tied to profits to the extent it is in the United States, even though one-third of the compensation comes in the form of semiannual bonuses derived from profit performance. Salaries among Japanese executives, managers, and the average worker remain relatively in the same range. The trend, nonetheless, is toward further performance-linked incentives.

C. Japanese Corporate Control Mechanisms

In Japan, corporate governance takes the form of an interconnected web of
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enterprise groups called keiretsu. The nonfinancial companies are bound by product market links and small equity interests in each other. All nonfinancial firms have strong, although not exclusive, borrowing links with the financial institutions in the keiretsu, which also take large equity stakes in the corporation. Therefore, banks are the most important large shareholders and have, until recently, been the exclusive source of external financing. Through this interconnectedness, these shareholders exert control over the management of corporations.

The corporation's major lenders monitor the corporation's progress and stability. They also supplant the American role of shareholders and directors by providing an impetus for change if something needs to be changed or someone needs to be removed. Given their access to the relevant information through the keiretsu, a corporation's lender and closest business acquaintance is better informed to make these decisions than directors or shareholders.

Japan's perspective on methods of obtaining corporate control is different than that of the United States. Although friendly mergers and acquisitions are commonplace, hostile takeovers, which are prevalent in the United States, are very unusual. Japan's takeover laws regulate only foreign investors and were relaxed in the 1980s. Thus, with respect to domestic transactions, Japan—much like Germany—has almost no legal barriers.

The significant impediments to takeover activity in Japan are corporate ownership and cultural norms. Japan's high concentration of ownership and the large number of cross-shareholding arrangements with friendly firms make it exceedingly difficult for a prospective bidder to attain a sufficiently large stake in a firm to take it over. Moreover, unlike the American firm that had in the past relied on takeovers as a corporate control mechanism to handle defunct management, Japanese firms (and German firms) do not need this mechanism. As one commentator noted, "[t]he structure of corporate ownership after all is an endogenous response by investors to the costs and benefits of maintaining managerial discipline weighed along with other factors." Therefore, Japan's corporate governance structure—through direct shareholder monitoring—underscores the reasons for American shareholders' reliance on takeovers as a corporate control mechanism.

It is noteworthy, however, that most friendly mergers begin as unsolicited offers. It is through the support of the target corporation's shareholders and board that a successful merger can take place. Also, Japanese mergers and acquisitions usually involve a struggling corporation that sees the merger as being a more favorable option than bankruptcy.
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1. Positive Aspects of the Japanese Corporate Structure

Empirical evidence indicates corporations with financial institutions holding large debt and equity positions in the firm “experience fewer liquidity effects on investment” and have better transmission of information to shareholders than corporations operating under external finance and governance systems. 260 Closely tied financial shareholders are in a better position to be proactive in monitoring the activities of the corporation and its management than are diffuse shareholders. Japanese corporate monitoring involves continuous direct monitoring rather than intervention in the firm’s business only after the firm is experiencing financial difficulties. 261 Continuous monitoring allows problems to be dealt with at a symptomatic level rather than after the firm encounters systemic problems too severe to fix. Evidence indicates “Japanese firms with high financial institution ownership show higher levels of productivity and profitability than other Japanese firms.” 262 Moreover, trends indicate “that high financial institution ownership reduces both the frequency and severity of lapses from efficiency and profitability.” 263

The deregulation of public offerings and securities in the 1980s has, however, caused many firms with entrenched managers to seek external financing apart from banks. 264 The main reasons for this change are the high costs associated with the monitoring of banks and the higher costs of bank financing. 265

A majority block of safe shareholders provides directors with a working environment that is advantageous to corporate performance. First, the support of the safe shareholders allows directors the freedom to pursue long-term planning and reduces pressure on management to produce short-term corporate profits. 266 Second, by having the majority of shares controlled by safe shareholders, corporations have a defense against hostile takeovers. In fact, many cross-shareholding agreements include assistance to help defend against unsolicited acquisition bids. 267 Third, management and directors can pursue whatever course of business they feel will be beneficial to the corporation, and the implementation of the plan is relatively quick and not questioned. 268

Proponents of the Japanese governance system view the fact that Japanese management typically states its principal objective as long-term growth, and not profits, as another positive aspect. 269 Ostensibly, greater corporate wealth benefits management, shareholders, and employees equally. As long as growth is steady, profits
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and stock prices will increase accordingly. By pursuing corporate growth as the primary goal instead of short-term profits, Japanese corporations believe they increase their long-term stability and, therefore, success.

2. Negative Aspects of the Japanese Corporate Structure

This model of control has its problems as well. Principally, majority stock ownership by safe shareholders insulates management from outside pressures, which perpetuates management's unresponsiveness to corporate change. Therefore, management is not accountable to anyone, and no entity in the Japanese corporate structure can check management's progress, with the exception of financial institutions. Although high financial institution ownership has typically been deemed a positive attribute of Japanese corporation ownership, the continued existence of widespread economic politicking and moral hazard issues causes some observers to doubt that even diffusely held banks are truly efficient and effective monitors of a corporation. Also, evidence indicates that high cross-shareholding between nonfinancial corporations "lowers the profitability and productivity of a firm." As Business Week puts it:

The web of personal connections in [Japanese] politics is reproduced in corporate practices. In the ... keiretsu system of cross-shareholdings, related companies hold shares in each other, propping up stock values. Banks belonging to the keiretsu keep lending to weak members. Letting these banks fail would cause such a shock that the [Ministry of Finance] is terrified of letting that happen.

Some commentators, however, continue to view the intercorporate holdings as essential to cementing business relationships and believe their associated costs are justified.

A further limitation to Japanese corporate governance is that the consensus-style decisionmaking process can be a cumbersome and laborious process. Japanese corporations abroad may be hurt in highly competitive markets where quick decisionmaking is critical. Detrimentally, the quality and innovation of corporate strategy may also be limited to the current ideas of management, which perpetuates the status quo.

D. Future Trends and Challenges in Japanese Corporate Governance

Although Japanese corporations will continue to be run according to the general
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scheme of management-dominated boards, the realities of increasingly global competition in the 1990s will prompt some changes. The following are likely impetuses for change to the structure and functioning of the board of directors: the need to make quick decisions to compete in foreign markets, the necessity of having directors of foreign subsidiaries in the decisionmaking process of the Japanese parent corporation, and the need to increase director accountability to satisfy shareholders. These phenomena will, in turn, influence the entire corporate scheme. Japanese corporate governance is adopting some western corporate governance characteristics. Substantial manifestations of the western-type structure will be slow to develop. The dilemma for Japan, as in all countries, is to determine how to improve its own management cultures internally, and to import elements of other countries' corporate structures.

1. Multinationalism

Japanese firms are transforming themselves (including their subsidiaries) into multinational corporations. Further internationalization makes the current corporate structure vulnerable to situations where quick decisions are required to deal with other countries. The traditional consensual decisionmaking is inefficient for handling mergers and acquisitions internationally because the traditional decisionmaking process is slow and the potential risks with a body untrained or unequipped to make such decisions are high. Therefore, as corporations continue to feel the paralyzing effects of the consensual decisionmaking method, they will continue to streamline the decisionmaking process to achieve more informed decisions at a faster pace.

Because most successful multinational firms require integration of local management of subsidiaries into the parent firm, Japanese corporate structure may not be able to accommodate this need as sufficiently as local management would prefer or in some cases demand. The subsidiaries of some Japanese multinational corporations are beginning to act independently and demand management control.

For the success of Japanese domestic and multinational firms, the presence of outside directors on boards to give a foreign perspective may become essential. Demands by subsidiaries for localized management will likely make the current system of a tightly controlled management increasingly unable to satisfy these foreign needs or ensure the subsidiaries continued success in the foreign country. The Japanese corporate structure, however, is inherently biased against the presence of outside directors, given the tradition of the board members having longstanding, close personal relationships, and common company experiences among management.

This tension creates a dilemma for the Japanese corporation, as the best foreign manager may not want or be able to participate in the traditional Japanese business
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One commentator notes that this arguable glass ceiling will deter the most competent foreign manager from joining a Japanese subsidiary. Some top Japanese executives have recognized this limitation. They also agree that, to become true multinationals, Japanese boards must accept outside directors—even if these outside directors do not fit their traditional conception of what a board member should be.

As one commentator claims, it is arguable that outside directors will have no real influence until the structure of the Japanese board of directors becomes more defined and separated from management, and the duties of outside directors are given substance. Change, however, will likely be slow until Japanese corporations see their performance decline due to the absence of outside insights. Even then, the question of how the culture can accommodate such change remains unanswered.

2. Composition of the Board of Directors

Trends indicate that Japanese corporations will continue to run business under the status quo, pursue growth, and maintain the nature of their boards in the traditional business style. Unlike future boards of directors in the United States, Japanese boards will continue, for the most part, with the same management and male-dominated boards, although other views on women, minorities, foreigners, and consumers will be more liberal. However, at least one commentator predicts that once the post-1960 generation comes into power, real changes will take place in how Japanese corporations conduct business.

For the most part, however, the composition will remain the same and the pool of candidates will continue to come from the management ranks of the corporation. Because Japanese boards of directors are insulated from outside pressures, there is little pressure for board diversity. Compounding that phenomenon is Japanese society’s view that corporate promotion should be based purely on merit. Foreign directors, however, may start to be considered for corporations that conduct extensive international business and have foreign subsidiaries.

Some relatively revolutionary corporations (such as Sony Corp., which was founded after World War II) now see a need for change as Japanese corporations move into the twenty-first century. Sony Corp.’s chairman, Akio Morita, believes “Japan’s economic post-War success has mainly been due to business practices—low wages and low
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dividends—which are now unacceptable." Mr. Morita believes that shorter hours, higher wages, increased dividends, and greater consideration to nonbusiness issues—such as the environment—will be necessary to be successful internationally.

3. Changes in the Japanese Economy

With the deregulation of securities law in Japan, corporate dependence on financial institutions is decreasing. This movement will dramatically influence the functioning of the Japanese system of corporate governance, given financial institutions' key role in the Japanese corporation. Moreover, firms will have a greater appreciation for high returns and efficiency maximization as they will be forced to become more attentive to profitability and efficiency in the face of intensified domestic and international competition.

Therefore, the economic realities of the Japanese business environment may make extensive cross-shareholding and the open communication and expansive cooperation among rivals may cause an inefficient allocation of resources and suboptimal corporate profitability. As one commentator notes, "[t]he deregulation of domestic financial markets and intensifying competition are weakening the web of cross-share holding that has insulated directors and management from outside pressures." Moreover, Japanese corporations will likely turn away from the traditional financing sources of banks and look to nonfinancial institutional financing because the costs are typically lower. This will expose corporations to greater dependence on outside investors, whose rights should strengthen and expand.

Therefore, the safe shareholder block of stock, which insulated directors and management from outside challenges in the past, may be dissipating. The crumbling of these intercorporate relations may subject the directors and management to greater accountability from the increased presence of outside shareholders. With decreasing intercorporate share holdings, the keiretsu likely will weaken. This weakening will impact the current corporate governance structure with respect to the structure's reliance on the keiretsu for monitoring and informing board members, management, lenders, and business associations. While it is expected that boards will retain a great deal of their power, directors will be exposed to greater accountability to shareholders, and will be forced to consider outside influences when making business decisions and forming corporate strategy. True accountability and independence of boards, however, will develop only when management, shareholders, and government agree it
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is in the best interests of the corporations.  

IV. CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN GERMANY

A. Corporate Structure of German Corporations

1. Shareholders

The structure of the German firm and the securities market of Germany differ considerably from American counterparts. American, Japanese, and French stock markets starkly contrast with the German stock markets. In particular, Germany's securities market is largely underdeveloped. Of the approximately two million companies in Germany, only about 4600 are stock corporations ("AG"). Of those stock corporations, 825 are truly publicly traded, mainly because they lack a long-term controlling shareholder or shareholder group. Limited publicly traded stock ownership in German corporations makes hostile takeovers rare. Friendly mergers and acquisitions are, however, a recognizable feature of the German economy.

German shareholders are relatively small in number, own large voting blocks of stock in corporations, and have long-term interests in the corporation. The majority of these shareholders are large financial institutions. For example, the top five shareholders in Daimler-Benz (the largest German conglomerate) own nearly 79% of the corporation's stock, whereas the top five shareholders in General Motors own only 5.74%. The voting power of German banks comes from direct ownership of stock, from control over investment companies, and—most importantly—from authority to
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shareholder</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
<th>Shareholder</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deutsche Bank</td>
<td>41.80</td>
<td>Mich. St. Treas.</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dresdner Bank</td>
<td>18.78</td>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commerzbank</td>
<td>12.24</td>
<td>Wells Fargo</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonst. Kredit</td>
<td>4.41</td>
<td>CREF</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bayerische L-Bank</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>Bankers Trust NY</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top Five</td>
<td>78.39</td>
<td>Top Five</td>
<td>5.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table combines the German banks' votes from brokerage stock, directly owned stock, and mutual fund stock. Mark J. Roe, Some Differences in Corporate Structure in Germany, Japan, and the United States, 102 YALE L.J. 1927, 1938 (1993).
vote stock that the bank’s brokerage customers own but deposit with the bank. Therefore, as a result of these concentrated holdings (which typically amount to more than half of a corporation's stock), these shareholders possess considerable power over the actions of German CEOs.

2. Board of Directors

The board of directors of German corporations is typically structured into a two-tier system. Unlike the unitary board of directors present in American, Japanese, and majority of French corporations, German corporate governance operates on two separate, but related levels: the supervisory board (Aufsichtsrat) and the management board (Vorstand). In firms with over 2000 employees, shareholders are entitled to elect half the supervisory board.\(^{311}\) The firm’s employees elect the other half, but under German law, the chair of the supervisory board must come from the shareholder side, and is usually a senior executive with the company’s lead bank.\(^ {312}\) In addition to appointing the management board, the supervisory board must also approve all major corporate decisions and inspect all major financial documents.\(^ {313}\)

Control of the corporation is ultimately in the hands of the managerial board. They are responsible for the day-to-day administration of the corporation. However, as supervisors, banks wield considerable influence concerning corporate policy. Unlike the traditional American inside board of directors, bank representatives on the supervisory board are largely independent of the CEO’s influence. The CEO is neither a member of the supervisory board nor responsible for the members’ positions on the board. Board members owe their allegiance to their home institutions. Consequently, board members see it as their task to closely scrutinize all information and vigorously object to reckless or wrong-headed corporate policy.

3. Management

Because of the dominant position that bank shareholders maintain in German corporations, German executives are highly cognizant of these shareholders’ demands and recommendations on strategy and policy. Unlike the American executive, who has been relatively free to pursue whatever course of business he or she deemed desirable, while being insulated from shareholder or director control, German executives are subject to strict control and influence by banks. As a result, German corporate strategy and policy truly are products of both the executives and shareholders. Through this cooperative effort, German managers need not concern themselves with a falling stock price or marauding corporate raiders looking to take over an undervalued firm.

B. Corporate Governance

The German model’s principal advantage, just as in Japan, is management accountability. Because German banks are permitted to hold large blocks of stock, and

\(^{311}\) See Kühler, supra note 309, at 98.
\(^{312}\) See Roe, supra note 310, at 1942.
\(^{313}\) See Baums, supra note 308, at 509-10.
thereby place their representatives on a corporation's governing board, they are able exert direct influence on corporate decisionmaking. Bank representatives on the supervisory board develop a continuing relationship with management; management comes to view shareholders not as an anonymous monolith with little loyalty to the firm, but as representatives of institutions expecting a profit and interested in the firm's long-term health. In addition to management accountability, the German model has the added benefit of bringing more expertise to the decisionmaking process. In a modern, complex economic system, information is too widely dispersed. A person or staff from a single organization may not be able to assimilate all relevant information needed to make critical decisions. By including banks on the governing board, German corporations are given access to an abundance of additional information that better positions them to react to technology-driven and rapidly changing markets.

Commentators argue further that the cost of debt capital is less under the German model. Because banks (as shareholders) have influence over corporate policy, they are more amenable than American banks to make new loans or restructure existing loan agreements. Moreover, "as a result of their relative indifference to the stock market, German . . . firms tend to have much lower dividend payout ratios." This money can instead be used for research and development, factory improvements, equipment, or employee training.

Though the German model does have weaknesses, it appears to remedy the management accountability problem that plagues American corporate governance. The question then becomes, to what extent can or should the United States borrow from Germany? Although the German model promotes managerial accountability, it cannot be an exact blueprint for the United States, since the American cultural ethic and legal regime prevents large concentrations of financial power.

C. Applying the German Model to U.S. Corporations

American corporate structure and business philosophy prevent the direct application of the German model to American corporations as they presently exist.

314. See Roe, supra note 310, at 1984-85. Banks are concerned with total return on their investment. That is, being both shareholder and creditor, they think in terms of long-term maximization for their equity and commercial loans together. See id.
315. See id. at 1931-33, 1985-86.
316. See id. at 1931-33, 1985-86.
317. See id. at 1931-33, 1985-86.
318. The major disadvantage of a bank-dominated capitalist system is its lack of venture capital markets. Start-up entrepreneurs have a difficult time obtaining risk capital from equity investors. Also, with banks serving on a number of supervisory boards, the potential arises for a crippling array of conflicts of interest. Finally, agency problems may simply shift from the firm to the banks. Who is watching the banks, insuring that they that they are properly watching management? For example, in 1994, questions were raised concerning the supervisory board of Metallgesellschaft, Germany's fourteenth largest company, which missed a string of poor investment decisions made by the Metallgesellschaft's CEO. As a result, the company's leading banks had to make a DM 3.4 billion ($2.2 billion) emergency infusion of debt and equity. See Banks Pull Metall Back from Brink, DAILY TELEGRAPH, Feb. 7, 1994, at 25.
Philosophically, the United States has historically distrusted governmental concentrations of power. This is seen in the very foundations of our democracy: public representation; individual rights; a system of checks and balances among the legislative, judicial, and executive branches; and the fragmentation of power between state and federal government. Private economic concentrations have been equally suspect. The Populists of the 1890s and Theodore Roosevelt’s Progressive Movement of the early twentieth century gave political voice to the widespread attitude that large financial institutions and central accumulations of economic power are inherently undesirable and should be reduced, even if the concentration serves a useful productive function. Historian Richard Hofstadter, reviewing this issue, summarized that: “the ordinary American’s ideas of what . . . economic life ought to be like had long taken form under the conditions of a preponderantly rural society with a broad diffusion of property and power. In that society large aggregates had played a minor role.”

It is not surprising, then, that the American corporate structure—sculpted according to a regulatory regime that discourages, if not prohibits, powerful accumulations of wealth—also prevents the German model’s direct application. Indeed, a traditional objective of American antitrust law is to break up monopolies and promote competition among smaller, fragmented groups. Today, if American banks were to imitate their German counterparts and acquire large voting blocks of American corporations, they would violate nearly every financial regulation in the United States.

Interestingly, in the early twentieth century, American banks were evolving toward a form somewhat similar to that of German banks today. Though American banks could not own stock, they did have the power to underwrite and distribute securities through affiliates.

Some large banks, such as J.P. Morgan, also played a major role in restructuring troubled industries and promoting corporate mergers. The Morgan Bank supervised the reorganization of the American railway industry after the depression of the mid-1890s, and sponsored the creation of U.S. Steel. During its height, Morgan Bank partners sat on the boards of 112 public companies, and “companies that had a close affiliation with the Morgan Bank often sold at a premium . . . because of investors’ confidence in Morgan management.” A study by the National Bureau of Economic Research found that before 1914, America’s leading banks, including Morgan, had a system of cross-directorships on the boards of many of the major railway and manufacturing companies.

In 1933, however, in response to numerous bank failures after the stock market crash of 1929, Congress passed the Glass-Steagall Act, which prohibited bank

324. Hale, supra note 316, at A12.
325. See Hale, supra note 316, at A12.
affiliates from dealing in securities. According to proponents, keeping bank affiliates out of stocks reduced the risk of bank failure. Moreover, by severing banks’ access to the securities market and limiting their business, Congress successfully decentralized a portion of American finance. In 1956, Congress further restricted banks by passing the Bank Holding Company Act, which limited bank holding companies to no more than 5% of the voting stock of any nonbanking company. Other laws restricted banks to a presence in only one state and capped the level of equity that bank trust funds could hold in any single corporation; bank trust funds are the only remaining link that banks have with the securities market.

While there have been calls for banking deregulation (in areas such as bank sponsorship of mutual funds), restrictions on banks are eroding, and the bulk of American banking law would have to be repealed to accommodate German-style banking in the United States. The likelihood of this happening anytime soon is, at best, low.

Notwithstanding its twentieth century fragmentation, a curious phenomenon has been taking shape on the American securities landscape. For the past decade, economic power has been slowly consolidating in the hands of institutional investors. These institutional investors may spur the increased internal control characterizing the German model. The evolving American corporate governance structure may, therefore, make particular attributes of the German model viable in the American corporate governance. The inherent cultural differences between the two systems, though, will continue to limit such adoptions.

331. Roe, supra note 310, at 1949 n.50.
332. Yet, the growth of institutional investors has not gone unchecked. Both the Congress and the states, ever suspicious of concentrated power, have restricted the extent to which any one institutional investor can hold securities in a single corporation. For example, the Investment Company Act of 1940 prohibits a diversified mutual fund from holding over 10% of the stock of one company. Investment Company Act of 1940 § 5(b), 15 U.S.C. § 80a-5(b) (2000). The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”) discourages pension funds from holding large blocks of stock by requiring that they diversify their portfolios. ERISA § 404, 29 U.S.C. § 1404 (2000). The State of New York has limited the percentage of a New York insurer’s assets invested in stock to 25%. New York life insurers cannot put more than 2% of the insurance company’s assets into the stock of a single issuer, and property and casualty insurers cannot control a non-insurance company. New York Insurance Law § 1405(a)(6)(8), 1405(a)(6)(i), 1705(a)(1)-(2), 107(a)(40), 1403(c), 1404(a)(13)(B)(i), 1407(a)(4) (McKinney 1985 & Supp. 1990). Additionally, there is an array of SEC rules, requiring expensive and time-consuming disclosure, should a shareholder, individually or as a member of a group, own more than a specified percentage of a corporation. See 15 U.S.C. § 78m(d) (2000); Regulation 13D, 17 C.F.R. §§ 240.13d-1 to -7 (2002).
V. THE CORPORATE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE IN FRANCE

A. Shareholders

From the beginning of French industry until today, French corporations have been owned either by individuals or the State. In the early stages of industrialization, equity financing was limited due to the general societal fear of outsiders as shareholders. As a result, French corporations relied primarily on banks for financing. Times have changed dramatically as now the “Paris capital market . . . is the most modernized and sophisticated [stock exchange] in the world.” The Paris stock exchange ranks fourth in the world behind Tokyo, New York, and London, with a total capitalization reaching €4,333 billion francs in 1991. France also has the largest number of individual shareholders among all the European countries.

In major French companies, stock holdings are relatively concentrated. Typically, four primary groups hold corporations listed on the French Stock Exchange: households, institutional investors, companies, and foreign investors. In smaller firms, it is not uncommon that the managers of their family owned a substantial portion of the company. See Ash Ahmad et al., Formal and Informal Investment Barriers in the G-7 Countries: The Country Chapters 28 (1994).

However, a number of major firms formally owned by the State have been privatized in recent years, or are in the process of being privatized. See Loi de Privatization (Privatization Act) No. 86-912 of July 2, 1986, JO Aug. 7, 1986 at 9695, as amended by the Act No. 93-923, of July 19, 1993, JO July 21, 1993, at 10255. Twenty-one enterprises will be privatized under the Act. See id.


In contrast to the United States, French company shareholding usually follows the structure of UAP (a French insurance company), although Air Liquide and Lafarge are exceptions to the concentrated holdings. In UAP, 85% of UAP’s equity investments are in twenty shares. See Jonathan P. Charkham, Keeping Good Company: A Study of Corporate Governance in Five Countries 126, 127 (1994).

There are about 630 Sociétés Anonymes (“SA”) quoted on the Stock Exchange. See id. at 130.

Of the 4.5 million direct investors, 3.2 million investors hold their stock through the “OPCVM.” The OPCVM (Organismes de Placement Collectif en Valeurs Mobilières) are either Mutual Fund Investment Corporations (referred to as “SICAV,” Société d’Investissement à Capital Variable), or Unit Trusts (Fonds Communs de Placement). OPCVM investors generally keep their shares for about four years, and are therefore relatively stable. Individual investors are interested in the yield from their investment rather than in the actual control or management in the corporation. See Catherine Levi, Les Actionnaires, Qui Sont-ils?, Le Monde, Dec. 14, 1993.

Institutional investors are insurance companies, pension funds (that industry is heavily dominated by the State, but has started to move towards the equity market), OPCVM, the Caisse des Dépots (National Deposit and Consignment Office), and a number of banks and other credit institutions. Although some of these investors are dependable (notably those who
addition, it is common to have a large portion of a corporation’s shares (30 to 50%) held by friendly shareholders who have an interest in the corporation and are referred to as partners or noyau dur ("hardcore" shareholders). Remaining shares are floating ones that are available on the market.

Similar to Japan and Germany, French banks are the dominant stockholders in French corporations, giving them considerable power within French corporations through their membership on corporate boards and the heavy corporate reliance on debt financing. The position of banks within corporations is typically viewed as an asset, based on French industry’s general perception that banks provide strong protection against takeovers. There is some disagreement, however, on whether the banks are effective monitors, given the potential conflict of interests inherent in the banks’ roles as managers of mutual funds and suppliers of credit. It is generally accepted, however, that banks’ presence on boards improves boards’ management oversight capabilities.

With respect to corporate control, shareholders are virtually powerless in controlling corporate affairs, with the exception of banks. This is primarily due to the

constitute the hardcore of the shareholding), on average they do not hold their shares for more than eleven months. See REPORTS OF THE COMMISSION DES OPERATIONS DE BOURSE, QUELS ACTIONNAIRES POUR L’ENTREPRISE? (1993); REPORTS OF THE COMMISSION DES OPERATIONS DE BOURSE, RELATIONS DES GRANDES ENTERPRISES COTÉES AVEC LEUR ACTIONNAIRES (1993). The Commission des Operations de Bourse is the French equivalent to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.

343. Corporations, however, usually take participation in other firms to support external growth operations, and retain their shares for longer periods of time (an average of thirteen years). See id. QUELS ACTIONNAIRES POUR L’ENTREPRISE?, supra note 342; RELATIONS DES GRANDES ENTERPRISES COTÉES AVEC LEUR ACTIONNAIRES, supra note 342.

344. See CHARKHAM supra note 339, at 127.

345. The Privatization Act of 1986 “expressly provided for the creation of such holdings and insisted on five-year, ‘no-sell agreements’ (since cancelled).” Id. at 126-27.

346. These alliances can include significant cross-shareholdings, or the issuance of stock warrants or options to allies which can be converted to common (or even super-voting) stock in the event that a takeover offer for the issuer company is announced.

A variation of this cross-holding technique is a company’s use of a subsidiary as a holding company to hold up to ten percent of the parent company’s stock. This practice, termed auto-contro5le is widely used in France by such well-known companies as Pernot-Ricard, Paribas, and CGE. . .


347. “The five big [French] banks now hold between them FF 104 billion in industrial investments, excluding the insurance sector (Société Générale (18), Paribas (25), Suez (25), Crédit Lyonnais (18), BNP (18).” CHARKHAM, supra note 339, at 145. The role of institutional shareholders is likely to increase in the coming years. Therefore, the relative importance of the banks will decrease. See BOARD DIRECTORS, supra note 22, at 12.

348. The question is whether the bank as a member of the board of an industrial company will give preference to the interests of the company, or to the interests of the bank itself. See CHARKHAM, supra note 339, at 145.

349. See BOARD DIRECTORS, supra note 22, at 12.
substantial holdings of friendly shareholders and management's power to insulate itself from dissatisfied shareholders. Government shareholding, hardcore shareholding, and cross-shareholding have protected a substantial number of privatized companies from takeover attempts and contested bids.\textsuperscript{350} In addition, if the articles of incorporation provide for the increase of voting rights to long-term shareholders, who generally are friendly to management, the management is also protected from hostile shareholder actions. Management also has the ability to further insulate itself from shareholders by issuing up to 25\% of the capital in the form of nonvoting preferred stock, or investment certificates, where the voting rights associated with these certificates are issued separately to existing shareholders and are subject to significant transfer restrictions.\textsuperscript{351}

Shareholders, however, are not voiceless. Bad management, once recognized, can ultimately be sanctioned by the shareholders through the dismissal of the board of directors, or the supervisory board directors at a general meeting. The shareholders may vote in person, through a proxy vote, or by instructing the chairman to vote in a specific way. Still, proxy battles are unlikely to occur over most management issues, because the people who sit on the board of directors are very often the same people holding large shares in the corporation.

Shareholders have the ability to scrutinize corporate finances and management every year.\textsuperscript{352} They may also enter into control agreements between the corporation and the management.\textsuperscript{353} Shareholders with at least 5\% of the corporation's capital have the ability to request the appointment of a management expert by a judicial court.\textsuperscript{354} The \textit{Commission des Operations de Bourse} ("COB") may do the same if the corporation is publicly traded.\textsuperscript{355} Such an expert has the duty to investigate management decisions and operations.\textsuperscript{356} The expert's report is then communicated to the shareholders, the board of directors, or the supervisory board, and eventually, to the COB.\textsuperscript{357}

Finally, shareholders of an SA are required to appoint an auditor\textsuperscript{358} whose role is to control the financial statements of the corporation\textsuperscript{359} and assess the legality of the corporation's operations. The reports prepared by the auditor are transmitted to the board of directors or supervisory board for review, as well as to the shareholders.\textsuperscript{360}

\textsuperscript{350} This stability will probably erode to a degree in the future, however, as the State is tending to become less involved in the industrial and financial sectors. \textit{See id.} at 10.
\textsuperscript{351} \textit{See generally} \textit{CODE DE COMMERCE} [C. COM.] L228-12 (Fr.), \textit{available at} http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr (the French version of this official government website lists this code as the Code de Commerce, the English version lists it as the Nouveau Code de Commerce).
\textsuperscript{352} \textit{See id.} at L225-100.
\textsuperscript{353} \textit{See id.} at L225-38, -86.
\textsuperscript{354} \textit{See generally id.} at L225-231.
\textsuperscript{355} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{356} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{357} \textit{Id.} The COB, the French equivalent to the Securities and Exchange Commission, exercises an external control over the corporation operations, notably insider trading, and since 1984, over the activities of the management. \textit{See id.}
\textsuperscript{358} \textit{See id.} at L225-238. The term of the appointment is six fiscal years. \textit{See id.} at L225-229. This provision ensures the auditor's independence.
\textsuperscript{359} \textit{See id.} at L225-237.
\textsuperscript{360} \textit{See id.}
Audit reports are a critical checking device to monitor the management’s integrity. Therefore, the concentrated shareholding in French corporations, and the actual presence of these shareholders on corporate boards or supervisory boards, imposes executive accountability, which facilitates effective oversight of executives. Therefore, the control exercised over management is likely to be internal rather than external in a French company.

B. Management

In France, there is a tradition of “strong centralized leadership which goes back through de Gaulle and Napoleon to Louis XIV.” The French social preference for concentrated power is also prevalent in the area of corporate governance.

[French managers perceive]... the organization... as a collectivity of persons to be managed. ... The French see the company as a system of persons organized in a social hierarchy. Authority is distributed vertically, with each actor having the authority necessary for him or her to make the required contribution to the system. ... [As a result] the French manager... considers it very important to have precise answers to the majority of questions he might be asked by subordinates concerning the work they are doing. Implicitly, he bases his authority more on a superior degree of knowledge and competence than on his talent for coordination of management. This attitude leads to a greater degree of centralization of authority and responsibility in the company.

This conception of the executive role is reflected in the French corporation’s form of management. The board of directors elects the president of the SA. Theoretically, the board of directors controls French managers; however, the president of the SA selects the board members (in French as “conseil d’administration” or “management directeurs généraux”), with consultation from the SA’s major shareholders. Therefore, executive power is curtailed through the power of the board.

The level of compensation received by French officers is similar to that of their German counterparts. In 1992, for example, French CEOs received on average $217,333, versus $230,950 and $313,375 for their German and American counterparts.

---

361. The supervisory board plays a key role in determining the strategic direction of the firm. See id.

362. The management is in fact accountable to banks, family interests, and eventually the State. See BOARD DIRECTORS, supra note 22; Oxford Analytica, Ltd., EXECUTIVE REPORT TO BOARD DIRECTORS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE: TRENDS IN THE G7 COUNTRIES OVER THE NEXT TEN YEARS 7, 20 (1992).

363. CHARKHAM, supra note 339, at 119. State interventionism in commercial matters can be traced back to the early seventeenth century. For example, the choice of the shareholders in the New Guinea Company, established in 1684, was reserved to the king. See KHORSHE D.P. MADON, MANAGEMENT OF CORPORATIONS: A MULTI-NATIONAL STUDY OF CORPORATE LAW AND MANAGEMENT 113 (1971).


Although their base salaries are not drastically different, the average total remuneration of chief executives in the United States recently amounted to $747,539, versus $493,625 in France and $432,602 in Germany. The difference is even more striking with top executives in the largest corporations. Chief executives of America’s biggest companies recently averaged $3.2 million, while their German counterparts averaged one million deutsche Marks ($735,000), and the French a mere three million francs ($600,000).

The gaps are partly explained by different business practices, and most significantly by what Steve Lohr of the New York Times refers to as the “showering of [American] executives with stock options.” Additionally, staff representatives in the French corporations may prevent exorbitant executive salaries, since they are able to appoint their own financial expert with power to examine the accounts of the company. The payment of excessive sums would probably come under harsh scrutiny.

C. Board of Directors

The traditional French governance system, similar to the American system, is a one-tier system led by a board of directors. A board of directors must consist of at least three but no more than eighteen members. Each director must be a stockholder with the minimum number of shares specified in the bylaws. A board chairman (président du conseil d'administration) is typically the managing director of the corporation. Directors may serve a term that lasts up to six years with the option of renewal. Directors are elected by shareholders at shareholder meetings. In practice,

367. Id. However, unlike Germany, such representation does not amount to codetermination. See CHARKHAM, supra note 339, at 144; BOARD DIRECTORS, supra note 22, at 9.
368. See Lohr, supra note 53.
369. See CRYSTAL, supra note 365, at 207-09.
370. Lohr, supra note 53. Stock options are relatively cheap for U.S. companies because of “accounting conventions in the United States.”
371. See C. COM. L225-17.
372. Id. The articles of incorporation may also provide that the employees elect additional directors. Id. at L225-27. A maximum of four salaried executives may also serve on the board, which is in addition to the twelve allowed by law. See id. The executive directors, however, cannot represent more than one-third of the entire board. Id.
373. Id. at L225-25.
374. The board of directors elects the chairman, who must be a member of the board. See id. at L225-47. The chairman may also be the directeur général (also known as the “PDG”) of the corporation. Id. at 225-51-1. The board of directors may remove the PDG at any time. Id. at L225-55. The removal of the PDG without cause will subject a corporation to liability unless the PDG is also the chairman of the board. Id. This can be a useful tool to control the activities of the PDG (although seldom used), but presents the disadvantage of potential instability, since the shareholding may change, and with it personal preferences.
375. Id. at L225-18. The average director term is five years with reelection automatic in most instances. See BOARD DIRECTORS, supra note 22, at 97.
376. Id. The directors may be dismissed at any time by an ordinary general meeting of the shareholders. Id.
however, the PDG appoints the board, and the shareholder vote is merely a formality in the ratification of the PDG's selection. Therefore, although the shareholders are technically responsible for the designation of the board members, the PDG may actually be the one who makes the decision, or at least influences the shareholders' choice in a substantial way. The directors are usually appointed as representatives for the largest shareholders. PDGs, therefore, usually choose those shareholders who have significant holdings within the corporation to facilitate efficient management.

Finally, because legal entities may be directors of an SA, major institutions with significant shareholdings, such as banks, may appoint nominees to the board. Doing so, however, has a major drawback. Because they become insiders of the corporation, they restrict their ability to place bids on the equity market, which eventually restricts their potential control of management through the equity market.

The board of directors has extended powers to act on behalf of the company under all circumstances, provided the acts are consistent with the corporate purpose and are not expressly reserved for the shareholders' meetings. Board action requires the physical presence of at least half of the board. Most decisions can be made by a simple majority vote.

The PDG may perform any act on behalf of the company that is necessary in the course of management, so long as he or she does not impinge upon acts specifically reserved for the shareholders or the board of directors as a whole. Up to five assistant general managers (directeurs généraux délégués) elected by the board upon PDG's request may assist the PDG. The actions of the PDG or the directors are constrained to an extent given the presence of large shareholder representation on the board. A PDG's failure to respect these limitations will in all likelihood result in his or her termination. Therefore, the kind of recklessness observed in the similar one-tier system in the United States is unlikely to occur in France. The success of this structure is the primary reason why the vast majority of the firms in France have maintained a one-tier system.

Some French corporations, however, have adopted a two-tier system inspired by the German model of corporate governance. In this system, the shareholders of the corporation appoint a supervisory board of three to eighteen members who must

377. JEREMY BACON, CONFERENCE BOARDS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 33 (1993). A result of this type of board membership of directors who control the majority of share in the corporation is that management has the power to refuse unwanted takeover offers. See id.
378. See C. COM. L225-20. But the entities elected as directors must designate permanent representatives who are subject to the same liabilities as the other directors, as if they were sitting on the board in their personal capacity. See id.
379. See id. at L225-35. Note that the company may nevertheless in certain circumstances be bound by acts engaged in violation of limitations on the board’s powers as being in violation of the company’s corporate purpose. See id.
380. See id. at L225-37.
381. See id.
382. Id. at L225-56.
383. See id. at L225-53. The board of directors, in consultation with the PDG, determines the powers of the assistant general managers. See id. at L225-56. However, the general managers are deemed to have all the powers the PDG have vis-a-vis third parties. Id. The board of directors can remove the general managers at any time. See id. at L225-55.
384. Id. at L225-69.
each hold a minimum of qualifying shares,\textsuperscript{385} as specified in the company’s bylaws.\textsuperscript{386} The supervisory board, in turn, appoints\textsuperscript{387} and supervises\textsuperscript{388} a directorate consisting of one to five members\textsuperscript{389} who do not need to hold shares in the corporation.\textsuperscript{390}

Board compensation, like executive compensation, is a barometer of the accountability of the board to shareholders. Under French law, members of both kinds of boards receive attendance payments (jetons de présence), fixed by the shareholders as a global amount divided by the board.\textsuperscript{391} To limit double salaries within the two-tiered corporations, not more than one third of the members of the supervisory board can be employees of the SA,\textsuperscript{392} and the members of either kind of board cannot sit on more than five supervisory boards.\textsuperscript{393}

Although directors wield considerable power, director liability provides another check on director activities in addition to the presence of large shareholder representation on the board. Even though the company is bound by all acts of the directors,\textsuperscript{394} directors are jointly and severally liable to the corporation and third parties for any damages or losses resulting from such actions.\textsuperscript{395} A shareholder may bring an action either individually or derivatively, on behalf of the corporation.\textsuperscript{396} The officers and directors may also be subject to criminal liability with a penalty of up to five years imprisonment, for example, if they create fraudulent financial statements or make false declarations concerning dividends.\textsuperscript{397} In practice, however, it seems that the liability of the directors or the PDG is seldom triggered because of the performance of their duties.\textsuperscript{398}

\textsuperscript{385} Id. at L225-72.
\textsuperscript{386} Id. at L225-72.
\textsuperscript{387} Id. at L225-59.
\textsuperscript{388} Id. at L225-68. In doing so, the supervisory board has the power to make such controls and examinations as it deems advisable and has access to all documents. Id. In addition, every three months, the directorate must submit a report on the situation of the company to the supervisory board and prepare and submit the financial statements of the company to the supervisory board once a year, which then makes its comments based on its review of the documents. Id.
\textsuperscript{389} See id. at L225-58.
\textsuperscript{390} Id. at L225-59.
\textsuperscript{391} Id. at L225-83.
\textsuperscript{392} Id. at L225-85.
\textsuperscript{393} Id. at L225-77.
\textsuperscript{394} See id. at L225-64. The directorate is empowered to act on behalf of the company, provided the acts performed are not among those reserved to the supervisory board or the shareholders, and are within the purpose of the corporation. See id.
\textsuperscript{395} Id. at L225-251.
\textsuperscript{396} See id. at L225-252. Any shareholders’ vote attempting to limit or remove director liability is void. Id. at L225-253. The members of the supervisory board are liable only to the extent that they failed to properly supervise the management or to disclose to shareholders, any crime or serious management of which they had personal knowledge. See id. at L225-257.
\textsuperscript{397} See id. at L242-6.
\textsuperscript{398} See Board Directors, supra note 22; Executive Report, supra note 362, at 10.
Understandably, the bulk of the subsequent literature on American shareholder governance following Berle and Means has focused on the relationship between those management and shareholders, with boards of directors and external actors serving largely as adjunct forces. Conversely, foreign stakeholder governance systems have continued to focus highly on the relationship between management and external actors, largely due to history and inertia if nothing else. Each of these organizational perspectives has strengths and weaknesses. This Article argues that the strengths of each system can be imported into the other to effect improved corporate governance.

B. What Shareholder Governance Can Learn from Stakeholder Governance

The flexibility and decisiveness of American-style shareholder governance can be improved by importing the external disciplines of the Japanese, German, and French systems. Certainly, the U.S. can benefit by recognizing that some concentration of ownership through institutions can benefit corporate performance by linking it more closely to the disciplining effects of the capital market. The trend toward, and advantages of, increased institutional participation on boards of directors are already apparent.

Increased concentration, although it will help overcome the collective action problem of dispersed shareholders, is not an unqualified benefit to corporate governance. Institutional investors face real conflicts of interest between their fiduciary responsibility to beneficiaries and their role as active investors. Institutional investors' conflicts are further complicated to the extent that they offer differing financial services to customers with divergent fiduciary goals. As institutional investors grow more influential on boards of directors, their temptations will be the same as those of the Japanese keiretsu banks and their counterparts in Germany and France. In particular, this includes the opportunity to bail out one corporation and transfer funds to a more successful corporation. An institution with large positions in an individual corporation may also be reluctant to reveal problems that show its investments were unwise and call into question the competence of its own management. Also, banks directly supplying a corporation with capital potentially face the moral hazard of being reluctant to reveal internal problems for fear of setting off a chain reaction that would make it harder for the company to repay its debts, access capital markets or, at worst case, cause it to fail.

A larger role for institutional investors is gaining cultural acceptance in American corporate governance. More fully integrating this facet of stakeholder governance appears to be mainly a matter of time. Importantly, however, corporations and institutional investors alike must be careful not to confuse their respective roles. Turning institutional “outsiders” into “insiders” is likely only to generate the same paralysis that sometimes accompanies consensual decisionmaking in stakeholder-governed companies.

C. What Stakeholder Governance Can Learn from Shareholder Governance

The system of external disciplines in the Japanese, German, and French styles of
stakeholder governance can be improved by importing the management flexibility and decisiveness allowed (at times to a fault) in the American shareholder system. Certainly, stakeholder countries benefit from outside influence on their boards of directors. Often, however, stakeholder “outsiders” and, to some extent, the capital market itself, become so close to the corporations they are supposed to monitor that they effectively become “insiders,” complete with their aligned interests.

More than a benefit, such a generalized institutional transition may, in fact, be an outright necessity as these countries continue to deregulate and refine their securities and capital markets. As this process continues on a global scope, stakeholder corporations will likely find themselves less insulated from Barbarians at the Gatestype hostile takeovers designed to check internal management inefficiencies. For example, even though Japanese domestic and export success is often attributed to the concentration of ownership and debt claims held by banks and keiretsu corporations, compatibility with multinational firms via merger, acquisition, or partnership will almost certainly require reforms, given the differences in cultural norms.399 Similarly, the organizational decentralization spurred by the information technology revolution undercuts the rationale of the centralized, hierarchical governance of Japanese, German, and French corporations.

Improved mobility and a “natural” deconcentration in ownership can promote this flexibility and decisiveness. Principally, achieving a more diverse and noninstitutional ownership is a cultural issue that requires stakeholder countries to deemphasize hierarchy, disentangle personal aspects of cross-corporate relations, and become more comfortable with what Joseph A. Schumpeter impersonally termed the “perennial gale of creative destruction”400 of fully dynamic capitalism. Additionally, stressing neutral rules that place individual investors on equal footing with institutional investors is a continued baseline requirement for such a long-term project. Notably, the principal disadvantage of shareholder governance, atomization of shareholder interests, is a distant prospect in stakeholder countries.

D. Enron and Global Crossing: “See No Evil” in the Two Faces of the Corporate Janus?

Ideally, management and the board of directors should serve as the principal disciplinarians of the corporate structure and give shareholders a 360-degree view of its activities. Thus, their dual functions are much like the two faces of the Roman god Janus. Although the smoke surrounding the high profile Enron and Global Crossing bankruptcies is unlikely to clear for quite some time, some of the initial puzzle pieces of their failures can be put together. It is imperative that comparative corporate governance scholarship both analyzes and draws lessons from these massive downfalls.

1. Enron—The Greatest Management Sham in Corporate History?

The collapse of Enron into Chapter 11 during late 2001 and early 2002 made it the largest ever public bankruptcy in U.S. history. This dramatic and unexpected implosion

399. See supra Part IV.
is especially shocking when contrasted to the public reputation of a model corporate citizen it had developed during a transformation from a staid gas pipeline founded in 1985 into a high-flying energy trader. *Fortune* magazine had named Enron to its list of "100 Best Companies in America to Work For," and—most ironically—*CFO* magazine honored Chief Financial Officer Andy Fastow in 1999 for his innovative work on "unique financing techniques." Right up to its implosion, external financial analysts were either similarly fooled or succumbed to the ever-present threat of reduced access to management or cuts in investment banking fees.

Even at its collapse, Enron featured an apparently ideal blue chip board of directors of only two insiders, Kenneth Lay and Jeffrey Skilling, and fifteen highly distinguished and diverse outsiders from business, institutional finance, government, academia, and the U.S. Olympic Committee. By all appearances, board members had nothing to gain and much to lose from being associated with such a business catastrophe. Indeed, "[a] growing body of evidence does . . . suggest that Enron was a peculiarly egregious case of bad management, misleading accounts, shoddy accounting and, quite probably, outright fraud." Sherron Watkins, the company whistleblower who first pointed out

405. The list of board members included: Robert A. Belfer, Chairman, Belco Oil & Gas Corp.; Norman P. Blake, Jr., Chairman, President and CEO, Comdisco, Inc., and Former CEO and Secretary General, U.S. Olympic Committee; Ronnie C. Chan, Chairman, Hang Lung Group; John H. Duncan, Former Chairman of the Executive Committee, Gulf & Western Industries, Inc.; Wendy L. Gramm, Director, Regulatory Studies Program of the Mercatus Center at George Mason University, and Former Chairwoman, U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission; Ken L. Harrison, Former Chairman and CEO, Portland General Electric Co.; Robert K. Jaedicke, Professor of Accounting (Emeritus) and Former Dean, Graduate School of Business, Stanford University; Kenneth L. Lay, Chairman, Enron Corp.; Charles A. Lemaistre, President Emeritus, University of Texas, M.D., Anderson Cancer Center; John Mendelsohn, President, University of Texas, M.D., Anderson Cancer Center; Jerome J. Meyer, Chairman, Tektronic, Inc.; Paulo V. Ferraz Pereira, Executive Vice President, Group Bozano, Former President and COO, Meridional Financial Group, and Former President and CEO, State Bank of Rio de Janeiro; Frank Savage, Chairman, Alliance Capital Management International; Jeffrey K. Skilling, President and CEO, Enron Corp.; John A. Urquhart, Senior Advisor to the Chairman, Enron Corp., President, John A. Urquhart Associates, and Former Senior Vice President of Industrial and Power Systems, General Electric Co.; John Wakeham, Former U.K. Secretary of State for Energy, and Leader of the Houses of Lords and Commons; and Herbert S. Winokur, Jr., President, Winokur Holdings, Inc., and Former Executive Vice President, Penn Central Corp. Enron Corp., *Board of Directors*, at http://www.enron.com (last visited Mar. 5, 2002).
questionable accounting practices, testified before Congress that even former CEO Kenneth Lay was “duped” by lower management and accounting fraud involving off-balance-sheet transactions and private, special-purpose entities. Whether or not this is ultimately shown to be true, both Lay and the board of directors deserve appropriate, if perhaps somewhat different, scrutiny.

Ultimately, though, Enron appears to be largely another case of “the cult of the all-powerful chief executive, armed with sackfuls of stock options . . .” again “push[ing] . . . checks [and balances] aside.”408 Principally, Enron suffered from an overly flexible and hyper-incentivized management structure that could not be kept in check by a decentralized in-house legal staff or a captured accounting firm. *Business Week* explains:

Lynda R. Clemmons, a French and history major from Southern Methodist University, was supposed to be emblematic of the rebels in Enron’s freewheeling culture. In 1997, as a 27-year-old gas-and-power trader, she launched an esoteric enterprise in weather derivatives. Within two years, her startup had written $1 billion in weather hedges to protect companies against short-term spikes in the price of power during heat waves and cold snaps.

Layers of management were wiped out . . . The company abolished seniority-based salaries in favor of more highly leveraged compensation that offered huge cash bonuses and stock option grants to top performers. Young people, many just out of undergraduate or MBA programs, were handed extraordinary authority, able to make $5 million decisions without higher approval.

. . . Another essential “check and balance” in the culture—Enron’s in-house legal staff—was also compromised because of its reporting relationships. Instead of being centralized at headquarters, it was spread throughout the business units, where it could more easily be co-opted by hard-driving executives. . . .

. . . In practice, the system bred a culture in which people were afraid to get crossways with someone who could screw up their reviews. . . . “You don’t object to anything,” says one former Enron executive. “The whole culture at the vice-president level and above just became a yes-man culture.”

[According to another insider,] anyone who questioned suspect deals quickly learned to accept assurances of outside lawyers and accountants.409

“[J]ust from the evidence that has emerged so far, the trio of Lay, Skilling and Fastow will be remembered for their ability to fool a lot of people, including some very smart ones, for a long time.”410 In chief, then, Enron is a provocative case study in the shortcomings of management unaccountability in stakeholder governance. Although Enron need not have adopted the full trappings of French or Japanese centralization, it
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acutely demonstrates the peril of diminishing or forgoing the requisite level of ultimate central control, both in management and the legal division.

Amazingly, CFO Fastow was able to pass off the Enron-Arthur Andersen accounting techniques by saying, “we’re very conservative in our accounting approach.” The subsequent shredding of accounting documents by outside auditor Arthur Andersen proves otherwise. Thus, Enron’s long-standing close relationship with Arthur Andersen also demonstrates the clear and present dangers of “too close” stakeholder-type relationships with external institutions.

2. Global Crossing—Siren Song of a Musical Board of Directors?

The collapse of Global Crossing into Chapter 11 in January of 2002 made it the fourth largest public bankruptcy in U.S. history. Launched in 1997 by former junk bond trader Gary Winnick, Global Crossing rapidly built a preeminent global high-speed fiber optic communications network. The entrance of a flurry of competitors and a sharp drop in demand for broadband capacity, however, combined to make it impossible for the company to pay off its $12 billion in debt. At bankruptcy, company assets were listed at $22 billion, although the company was once valued at more than $40 billion. Nonetheless, a number of industry analysts now conclude that Global Crossing’s massive investment was inherently impossible to recoup in the face of overcapacity. That, however, does not itself explain how financial markets and investors were misled into thinking otherwise.

In contrast to Enron, Global Crossing’s problems appear to have their beginnings in its board of directors. Winnick was firmly rooted in Global’s board as its chairman. In stark contrast, the rest of the board had been composed of thirty different directors since 1998, with the board’s size ranging between eight and seventeen members during that time. On its face, the presence of significant outside investors on the board should have been an important disciplinary force. Outside directors from Softbank Capital Partners, which had invested $340 million in Global’s Asian subsidiary in 2000 and 2001, and the Carlyle Group, which held 2.2 million shares until April 2000, had an obvious incentive to protect their investments. But, “[o]f great concern to
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some shareholders is the now-apparent fact that Mr. Winnick’s personal friends, big shareholders and business clients numbered large on Global Crossing’s board, and its audit committee in particular." Notably, Winnick’s own private banker Maria Elena Lagomasino, co-head of J. P. Morgan Private Bank, sat on the board at Winnick’s appointment from April 2001 until her resignation in December of that year. Lagomasino, though, was more than a regular adviser. In Winnick’s own words, she was also his personal financial “shrink.” Likewise, Winnick serves on the national board of advisers of J. P. Morgan Chase, making for an obvious potential conflict of interest. “Also serving on the board was Mr. Winnick’s longtime friend Norman Brownstein, a Washington lobbyist, who had contracts with Global Crossing.”

Former U.S. Secretary of Defense William Cohen was added to the board in April 2001, as the company sought a $450 million Pentagon contract. Cohen’s personal advisory firm, the Cohen Group, says it had no business relationships with Global Crossing. “However, several attorneys...which formed a ‘strategic alliance agreement’ with Cohen Group in January 2001, were hired to lobby for the Pentagon contract.”

Apparently, the problem of a musical board of directors also spilled over into management. With a personal stake in Global Crossing of $4 billion at one point, Winnick governed with what Fortune magazine called an “imperial style.” Indicative of this behavior is the fact that, “[h]e bought the old Hilton estate in Bel Air, Calif., for a reported $40 million—the highest price ever paid in the U.S. for a single-family residence. His workspace is a replica of the White House Oval Office.”

Evidently, “Global Crossing compounded its woes with a fast-money corporate culture and a chairman who hired [five] high-profile CEOs [in four years] but wouldn’t relinquish control. ‘It’s the CEO-of-the-Month Club over there,’ jokes one Wall Street analyst.” Amazingly, at one point in 2000, three CEOs were on the company’s payroll at the same time. Although the downstream effects of ineffectual top-level controls remain to be determined, it seems impossible that a continually shuffling board of directors and a dominant chairman did not contribute substantially to Global Crossing’s downfall. Even more so than Enron, the full details of Global Crossing’s demise will likely not be discovered for some time. But it provides a complementary case study in the dangers of allowing a board of directors to be co-opted from within, allowing outsiders to effectively have “inside” interests, and the limits of outside
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in institutional investors to assert themselves in the current system.

Remarkably, Arthur Andersen also served as Global’s outside accountant. According to Roy Olofson, a former vice president of finance, he was subsequently fired by Joseph Perrone, Andersen’s lead auditor of Global Crossing, before taking an executive position with the company. Like Enron, the closeness of this relationship shows the perils of entrenched stakeholder-type relationships, as do the potentially conflicting *keiretsu*-style interlocking relationships that some board members possessed.

### E. Creating the Tension of Competing Interests

The flexibility and decisiveness of shareholder corporate governance and the external discipline of stakeholder corporate governance both yield important benefits. Neither system, however, produces these benefits in an unqualified manner. At the extremes, each system suffers serious flaws that are detrimental to all interested parties. The task for countries seeking to improve their corporate governance systems—like so many other things in law and organizational behavior—is to create a beneficial tension between the competing interests that each system stresses. For example, the shortcomings of the American system reveal the benefits of having outside directors on the board. Conversely, the Japanese system epitomizes the pitfalls of overreliance on them. The conceptual key for cross-national improvement is to recognize that optimum corporate performance is a function of the individual firm’s internal knowledge and a requisite level of external discipline from individual shareholders, institutional investors, and capital markets.

As a matter of economic ecology, a diverse set of organizational genetics will enable a corporation to best achieve its goals. In particular, an “ideal” corporate ownership and board of directors will be made up of a diverse combination of knowledgeable and incentivized insiders, independent outsiders with complementary knowledge and skill sets, and institutional outsiders tied to disciplining capital markets. No single composition or particular concentration of each group is a universal good. The best order will depend on the facts and circumstances of each case. For the latter group, however, the ideal arrangement is often likely to be one with multiple institutional investors, but an absence of any rigid concert of interests among them. In many instances, separation of the position of CEO and chairman of the board will also be beneficial. Financial markets have just begun to respond to these points. For example, grading products to help investors evaluate the independence of corporate boards are only now being developed along the lines of bond rating systems. It is
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equally important that board members be compensated with more than just the prestige of holding an influential "rubber stamp" position to entice substantial participation and their bona fide constructive criticism of management.

Likewise, management must be incentivized to actively pursue the corporation's best interests without being hyper-incentivized in way that rewards overly competitive behavior and discourages the sharing of power, authority, and information. Conversely, however, legal departments and internal auditors must remain largely centralized and somewhat insulated from the day-to-day pressures of the bottom line. Stakeholder relationships must be well-defined and completely transparent. In particular, boards should require mandatory rotations every four years or so of both audit partners and audit firms themselves, and self-impose an end to audit firms doing both accounting and consulting work for the corporation. Also, boards must make total disclosure of analyst and banking conflicts nonnegotiable. Ideally, analysts should not be paid for attracting clients, but for the long-term performance of their picks, even if compensation is delayed.

Far from being contradictory, if harnessed through an appropriate tension, these competing interests should focus and discipline each other to the benefit of all interested parties. The appropriate analogy is that of cross-cutting beams in a skyscraper. Individual beams may be aligned at different angles intersecting each other's path, but they have a common purpose in maintaining the integrity of the whole. The trick in execution, of course, is to prevent such arrangements from creating the dysfunctional paralysis of abject consensual decisionmaking that characterizes many stakeholder governance relationships. If orchestrated correctly, genuine and significant cross-national improvement is possible. Such improvements are, of course, constrained by the existing institutional and cultural norms of a particular country. In the long-term, though, even incremental changes are likely to spur self-reinforcing feedback. The future of global corporate governance, therefore, is likely to be a general convergence between shareholder and stakeholder governance, subject to the particular needs and existing institutional limitations of individual countries.

VII. CONCLUSION

The comparison of corporate governance structures of the United States, Japan, Germany, and France reveals many of the benefits and shortcomings of each country's respective system. This analysis is useful because it provides scholars, legislators, and practitioners, who are contemplating change, insight into alternative approaches to corporate governance. However, any effective proposal for improving corporate governance in the United States must take into consideration the fact that a country's particular choice of corporate governance is largely influenced by its history, social practices, and cultural mores. As such, it may not be possible to adopt certain aspects of German, Japanese, or French corporate governance systems in the United States.
 Nonetheless, Japan, Germany, and France have adopted aspects of American capitalism to the improvement of each of these nations' economy. As well, U.S. corporate stakeholders might realize similar improvements by embracing certain features of corporate governance employed in other countries.